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ABSTRACT ye

This report consists of six Parts, each dealing with the characteristics

of a particular type of family with implications for its relations with

schools. The 'family types are (1) families with low socioeconomic status,

(2) single-parent families, (3) two-job families, (4) families with chronically

ill or handicapped children, (5) isolated rural families, and (6) minority

families. These families are defined as special need famMes, meaning they

have certain unique characteristics which wahypothesize call for special

understanding and adjustments on the part of the schools if home and school

are to work together cooperatively.

Each section pres,ents a discussion_of..pertinent literature, an analysis

of relevant data from the Regional Parenting Surveys (Base Sample Suryey),

inSights from exploratory interviews with school staffs, and a:brief summary

*and discussion.

Variation was found in the degree to which each Special need family

differed fromcall other families and the specific ways in which they differed.

Families with low sotioeconomic status were the most distinct as a group..

Two-job families were least distinct. Variation was also found within family

type (numberS 2-6) by socioeconomic level.

It is expected that these synopses will be used aa a bases for working

with schools to develop programs aimed at promoting good school-family rela-

tions.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to provide synopses of six'special need

family types which may be usecras bases for de'veloning programs to promote

positive school-family relations. The goal was to seek an understanding of

the meaning and consequences of the varied circumstances under which these

special need families are currently rearing their children. All six dre

recognized as important,family subgroups in the Region and in the country

today. They are not, however, intended to be inclusive of all special need

families.* It i$ also recognized that some families belOng to more than ve

pf the special need subgroups. Therefore, in addition to six unique sub-

groups, there are many difterent possible combinations to be considered in

the application of these materials in a particular setting. 'It,also became

clear:during this investigation that the special need families of greatest

concern vary greatly by individual school,.by school district, and by region.

The definition of "special need families" used in this study is that of

recognizable groups of families living under varied and somewhat.uncommon

circumstances due to social location, social change, unique faMily circum-

stances, or some combination of these: This definition is not a pathological

one; these families with unique characteristics are not viewed as "bad" or

"inadequate," but as different than the norm (or what was considered the
AL

norm until recent years). But there is an assumption that-these special life

circumstances may call for special understanding and adjustments on the part

of the schools Aood home-school relations are to be promoted.

*The presence of other important special need families was revealed in the

courie of the exploratory interviews in schools and with Advisory Group

members. These will be discussed later.

,
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The goal of this project is-to work with schools in developing new,

creative programs which will help special need families and schools to communi-

cate and cooperate more effectively. It should be noted that positive school.-

family relations is more than the absence of poor relations or conflict. Many
.

schools and families are not dissatisfied overall with their relationship but

1

have a.tendency tO accept "what is." School stafft-and parents are both very

bUsy and tend to accept the fact that some parents-are imiolved and some are

not; or that some teachers show more interest in their child than others.. Our

investigations lead us to believe there is a greater potential for parent-

1
school collaboration than is usually realized. And so in many cases, the goal

will be to move the relationship from a good but passive one to a more active

positive involvement of parents and school staffs with each other. The

ultimate goal, of course, is to positively affect children's achievement and

attitudes toward learning.

The special needs families discussed in this report are.( ) families

with low socioeconomic status, (2).single parent families, (3) two-job families,

(4) families with chronically ill or handicapped children, (S) iiolated rural

families, 'and (6) minorlty families. Different perspectives on these special

need families were.sought. Information for the following six reports was

'drawn from (a) the literature on each special need family; (b) an analysis of

data available from the Base Sample Survey Of the Regional Parenting Surveys

(rdsponses of each special need subgroup were compared with the responses of

all-other parents in the sample to determine in what ways they differed or were

alike in regard to background and child-rearing experiences and attitudes); and

(c) exploratory interviews conducted with the School-Family Relations Advisory

Group and with principals and some teachers and parents in six nearby schools.

(The schools are representative of elementary, middle, and high schools in one



West Virginia corinty.) In each.report, a brief discussion of the literature.

will provide a context within which the data from the Regional Parenting

Surveys and the school-based interviews will be presented and interpreted.

lv
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#1. FAMILIES WITH LOW SOCIOEC NOMIC STATUS'

Pertinent Literature

Children from low socioeconomic families have generally achieved at a

lower level in school than have children froriddle or upper socioeconomic

.backgrounds: Many studies,have provided evidence of this relationship (Culeman,

et al, 1966; Goldstein, 1967).

Searching for the reasons and for the means to change.this situation has

preoccupied numerous educators and researchers throUgh the years. This was

particularly apparent during the sixties. As a part of the War on Poverty,

there was, a concerted effort to "make up" to the low SES child for what might

be lacking in'his/her home environment, often referred to'as "culturally

deprived." Compensatory education and enrichment programs were provided to

many poor children. During this period, the important role of the parent was

highlighted% Some programs sent workers into the homes to teach parents of

preschool children ways to stimulate and develop the child's ability to learn.

Some of the best known of these were the DARCEE model (Peabody College),, the

Florida model (Ira Gordon), the Home. Start option within Head Siert, the HOPE

mc5-d(Appalachia Educational Laboratory), and the Verbal-Interaction Project

(Phy4lis Levenstein): Head Start and other programs provid0 group enrichment

experiences for children, as well as learning growth experiences for parents.

Whenit became clear that attention at the preschool level was not enough to

sustein gains, programs (e.g., Follow Through) were developed and funded

(Title I) to provide compensatory education on into the elementary school

experience.

During this period,/educators and researchers were also learning'to view

low SES fatilies in a different light. New theoriei were developed. Some of



these recOgnited lhat although the famiiy life of the poor child Might not

,have prepared him/her in many ways for the middle class school sxsym, these

family environments were generally very rich and valuable in other ways. In

this view, the term "cultural deprivat,ion" fepresents a value judgment, the

ps.

'result of looking at the world through thetes'of white middle class culture.

In contrast, the use of a bicultural model can explain how people may learn

and,practice both maipstream,c6lture and ethnic/class culture at the same-time'
*ex

(Baratz and Baratz, 1970; Keddie,11973; and Valentine, 1071a). Out of these '01

theories came the_recOmmendation that schools need to become acquainted with

end to understand their chiidren's and parents' life circumstances,.and,condly

to appreciate the positive aspects of these familyftenvironments and to build on

them in theit work with childrem It is then possible for parents and ieachers

to relate to each other with dignity and respect, rather than on the basis of

superiarity and inferiority.

An example of a program designed to i e the quality -of low- ome

schools through the planned collaboration bf the school and the parents is

described in Comer (1980). The Yale Child tudy Center in the New Haven school

systeryeveloped representative management groups in these schools consisting

of the principal, teachers, parents, and older studenti. These grou planned,

identified schdol problems end opportunities, established goals, mobilized es,

resources, etc. In the course of this coordinated process, school people and

parents and chil4ren learned from each other. Over a period of several years;

attitudes, relationships, and academic achievement improved. However, In order

for such a collaborative effort to work, Comer believes that principals,

teachers, and parents must be prepared and trained to workAri this way (Comer,

1980).



Despite the emphasis on,this particular,special need family group

'during the sixties and ieventies, the successes of individual programs, and

the increasing numbers of these children who have gone on into higher education,

the relationship betweelOoW SES and loliltachievement can :still be fowl& One

way to stud); this relationShip.iS by seeking a greater understanding Of.the',

patents. Do they diffet from other parentS in.theit practices, beliefs',

att&tudes, knowledge, or awateness in significant ways?

Regional Parenting Surveys Data

A, subsample of 231 parents representing families with low socioeconomic

status was drawn from. the Base Sample Survey of the Regional Parenting Surveys.

- -
This criterion-of loW socioeconomic status used in this analysis was that

neither the respondent nor the spouse of the respondent had completed high

school. If one or both parents had gradpated from high school or more, the

family was designated high SES. The responses of the loW SES parents were com-

pared with the responses of all other parents in the survey. Tests of signifi-

cance_were_run_for_all_variables.

Parenting Situation
,

Background characteristics. Most parents in both the low SES and the high

SES group were members of nuclear families. However, the percentage of single

parents was higher in the low SES group (23%) than in the high SES group (14%).

Likewise, although the overwhelming Majority of all the families were white,

blacks were more highly represented among the low SES group (12%) than among

the high SES group (5%). There was also a tendency for low SES families to

have lived longer in'the community than was true of high SES families. And

although by our definition of low SES parents, they have not completed a high



school education, only 20 percent of this subsample planned to return to school

in the future,,Compared to 32 percent of the high SES group.

'Pre aration for arenthood. Most parents in both groups said they did not

have a clear idea of what being a parent would be like before becoming one.

4
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High SES parents, not surprisingly, were much more likely to have had a course

,in school to help prepare them for parenthood (low SES, 18%; high SES, 47%).

liowever;- of just those who had experienced such a course, there,was virtually

no difference.in perceived usefulness of the course (low SES, 68%; high SES,
1^

,67%). The majority in both groups wanted to pass on some advice (about parent-

ing) to their,children;'however, high SES parents were somewhat more li}4,1y to

reply "yes" (low SES, 68%; high SES, 84%). What they wanted to pass on was

similar; Most frequently mentioned were "be ready, notetoo young"; "have patience";

and "have love."

,,Sharing of responsibility. The,majority of bOth groups of parents indi-

cated that they shared respensibility for the child's care and upbringing with

at least one other adult (beside their spouses). However, jbst who these'persons

were varied. Among low SES families, the child's older sibling was,much more
. of"

likely to be named than was truePof bigh SES families (low SES, 34%; high SES,

24%). Maternal grandparents were important in this role,for both groups, but

especially so for high 9S parents. Paternal grandparents were also more likely

to be named by high SES parents rather than low SES parents.

Formal:Contacts

Contacts with teachers and doctors. Low SES parents participat he

parenting survey indicated that they had had less contact with formal sources

of help (teachers, doctors) than had,high SES parents. .Within the pat year,

low. SES parents were less likely to have talked often or fairly often to their.:



child's teacher (low SES; 54%; high SES, 78%).and were more likely to have

talked seldom or never (low SES, 46%; high SES, 22%). However, low SES parents

were almost as positive in their attitudes toward their talks with teachers as

were high SES parents (very or somewhat helpful: low SES, 82%; high SES, 91%).

When asked whether their talks with teachers could be more helpful, slightly

less than one-half of both gr ups agreed that they could. Parents in both'

groups valued parent-teach talks in which (a) they received specific informa-

tion, (b) the teacher indicated the child had improvedi (c) the teacher was co-

operative, and (d) the teacher showed genuine interest. Low SES parents were

most likely to feel that teachers should listen more and have.good communication.

With regard to contacts with the medical profession, although the majority

\
of parents in both groups had talked with a doctor (about child) one to three

times within the past year, low SES parents were more likely.to hAve talked

to no one in the medical profession (low SES, 39%; high SES, 26%). Again, both

groups of parents were extremely positive about their medical contacts on be-

half of their child (very or somewhat helpful: low SES, 82%; higk SES, 90%),

'Both groups valued a doctor who (a) gave information, (b) was helpful'and cured

illpess, and (c) was reassuring. Low SES parents were especially likely to want

more infbrmation aild;s7t.planation from doctors. When asked whether their talks

with members of the medical profession could be more helpful, high SES parents

were more likely to say they could be improved (low. SES, 33%; high SES, 43%),

, whereas low sks parents were more likely to say "don't know" (low SES,37 %;

high SES, 22%). Evidently, these were different ways of expressing dissatis-

faction.

Looking at the number of times the child was absent during the past year

revealed that being absent a few times was slightly more likely for high SES
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children; however, among those absent eight (8) Or more times, low SES children

were more highly represented.

Organizational membership. Parents in the low socioeconomic group were

significantly less likely to belongjo a ,community organizition than were

other memberS.

Membership in Community Organizations

Belonged to no organizations

Belonged to one or more
organizations

Low SES Families High SES Families

60% 24%

40% 76%

Looking at:just those in both groups who did belong to organizations, 47 percent

of the low SES parents (compared to 59 percent of the high SES parents) belonged

to an organization that provided help and advice on Child rearing.

AwareneSS Of local programs/services. Contrary to expectations, there' was

very little ifference between the two groups of parents in awareness of the

.different types of local programs and services available to parents and children.

The maiority of both groups were unaware of three (3) program types: programS

that provide preparation'for_parenthood,_programs for more effective parenting

and programs to provide for parents' own needs as individuals. Slightly over

(1/2) of both groups were aware of the fourth program type--programs

for parents facing difficult situations.

NiOnformal Contacts

Contacts.with other parents. It might be supposed that the lesser number

of formal contacts on the part of low SES parents (see above) could be due to a

sense of unease, feeling uncomfortable with "experts" in their fields. This

would not apply to talks with other parents, one's peers who would tend to be

of similar social background. However, this study indicated that low SES parents
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not only talked leSs.tO professionals but. also talked less to other parents

(about their children or-child rearing) in general) than was true for high SES

parents. Among low SES parents, 56 percent talked often or fairly often with

other parents, compared to 74 percent .of the high SES parents. However, the

great majority of both groups felt positively about their contacts with other

parents (low-SES, 77%; high SES, 87%). The greatest benefit of these talks,

according to both groups, was "an opportunity to share and compare With other

pa5ents."

Availability of a confidant. The majority' of parents in both groups had

a confidant, someone close with whom they especially liked to discuss their child,

although the percentage was somewhat higher for high SES parents (low SES, 65%;

.high SES, 77%). Most parents-iln,both groups agreed that talks with their con-

fidants were helpfUl beeause tii.ese persons were "understanding," "had had

experience with children," or "had childrenthe same age." "Obtaiking informa-

tion/getting new ideas" was somewhat more important for high SES parents.

Media Contacts

Although the majority among both groups ofpatents had hot read anything

about child rearing in recent months, low SES parents were consistently less

likely to have read something.

Had Read Something about Child Rearing in Recent Months

Low SES Families High SES Families

In a magazine 19% 47%

In a newspaper 12% 29%

In a pamphlet or newsletter 7% 21%

In a book- 15% 30%
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However, this was not thecase for television. Slightly less than one-half

(1/2) in both groups had seen a television program about parents and children

in recent months (low SES, 42%; bigh SES, 48%).

When asked,how reading material could be more helpful, low SES parents

were slightly more likely to say that suchreadings needed to be in laymen's

terms.

Attitudes and Needs

Attitudes. Most parents in both groups agreeCthat "in today's world,

everyone needs some kind of help in rearing children" (yes: low SES, 73%;

4" high SES, 79%). The specific sources of advice and help were also similar

with "own parents or in-laws" ranking first; "prayer, Bible, church" second;

And "friends/neighbors" third. The ideal parents were described similarly by

both groups as parents who were patient, spent time with child, and loved

child.

Aspiratibns. As it is known that low SES children tend to achieve at a

lower level in school than high SES children, it might be expected that low SES

parents! aspirations for their children would also be lower. However, the

Regional parenting Surveys data do not bear this out_ The highest percent in

both groups wante41-their children to have a college eduCation (low SES, 44%;

high SES, 52%). However, it was also true that the low SES parents appeared

to be more satisfied with.a high school education'for their children than :were

the high SES parents (low SES, 31%; high SES, 15%). ,"As far as ohild warts to"

was expressed by 26 percent of the high SES parents and-20 percent of the low

SES parents. Qualities mostilighly desired for their children as adults were

"caring, loVing"; "respectable, trustworthy"; and "own person." When asked

"Who or what will influence (child's) future?", the three most highlY rated

influences were respondent, spouse, and the schools.
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Who or What Will Influence Child's Future a Great Deal?

Low SES Parents High SES Parents

Respondent 67% 78%

Spouse 60% 73%

'School 69% 67%

Government 29% 20%

Anyone Else 24% 40%

The difference in the order is of interest. .Low SES parents ranked the schools

at the top of the list, followed by themselves (respondents) and their spouses.

High SES parents ranked Oemselves (respondent) highest,followed by spouses

and then by the schools. Although both rated themselves as important influences

on their child's future, high SES parents evidently believed themselves to

have more infldence.'

Perceived needs.- These questions were asked to tap the perceived needs

of parents:

(1) Do you feel you have special problems as a parent?

(2) Do you have'any unanswered questions, something that's on

your mind right now.(related to parenting)?

(3) Is there any particular kind of help for parents that is

not available locally but which you feel is needed?

The majority in both groups responded "no" to these needs. The only difference

was found in the response to item two. High SES parents were more likely to

say that they had unanswered questions than were low SES parents (low SES, 13%;

high SES, 27%). In response to the other questions, approximately one-fifth

(1/5) to one-fourth (1/4) of both groups said "yes," that they felt such a need.

Specific explanations also yielded similar results, with some exceptions. For

example, low SES parents were much more likely than high SES parents to say

that a recreation center for young people was needed.



Exploratory School Interviews
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Everyone interviewed, without'exception, agreed that families with low

socioeconomic status should be included in a study of special needs familiet and

the sthools. The School-Family Relations Advisory Group members gave several

reasont for their opinions. They felt that these parents would be more likely

to have basic skills deficiencies which would make it difficult for them to

understand and help their children with their school work, especially in the

middle and high school levels. As a result, their children are at risk of

growing up with batic skill deficiencies. It was also believed that within'

these families, the chances are great that the parents have had negative past

experiences with schools. And within this region, tome families with low socio-

economic status were characterized by frequent movements back and forth between

a city and their originarhome in a rural county.

All the schools we visited reported that their school'population represented

a wide range of socioeconomic levels. And so. families with low sotioeconomic

status were a concern in all six schools. But they were a central concern in

'two of the schools, both because they made up a significant proportion bf the

families served and because some of these were families living.in extreme

poverty. For example, one elementary principal told us that her major concern

was for "children who don't get enotgh to eat at home (they are provided break-

fast and lunch at school), live inwoor housing (no.running water), and often

come to school dirty." These parents usually do not-respond to messages from

the school and have no phone. In some few cases, the children simply do not

attend school for more than a few days a year. The principal went on to say

that the children who are worse off are the ones "whose families refuse help"

and "who are not accepted by the other children."
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We also discovered.that there are other families besides those in

extreme poverty who fall wiAin the category of families with low socioeconomic

status. There are families who have long been on welfare.. And there are

families not on welfare, but with marginal jobs which provide no benefits.

And there are what may be called the "new poor" families,* those who have

recently become unemployed due to the many closings and layoffs at plants in

the area. In one school, the principal estimated that the majority of parents

were currently out of work. Some evidenCe of the result could be found in an

increase of applications for free lunches, fewer dues-paying PTA members, and

a -decrease in the money which could hp raised through school functions. Thu5,

it is clear that families with low socioeconomie status can, tin reality, mean

many different family situationS.

Adding to the complexity of understanding this category of families'is the

fact that there are some low socioeconomic faMilies who also fit into one or

more other special need categorieS. For example, the families in extreme

fff

poverty described to us by tht elementary School principal were also very rural

families.h Another example was provided by a middle school counselor who com-

Mented that the low socioeconomic families who are also single-parent families

are of particular concern to their school. And a high school special education

teacher reierred to three of the sPecial need categories when she explained

that "the educable handicapped 5tudents (in their school) tend to be from the

more deprived family,backgrounds, from the hollows and the creeks. These are

the parents it is difficult for a teacher to get any response from."

*It is recognized that our measure of low SES would not make it likely that

these families would be included in the category. These parents have always

been able, until recently, to support their families. It is assumed that

their experiences, background, etc., would be different from that of long-term

poor families.
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Summary and Discussion

The differentiating power of socioeconomic status was confirmed by the,

analysis of the Regional Parenting Surveys data and the exploratory interviews

with school staffs.

The comparison of low socioeconomic status respondents (Regional Parenting

Surveys) with all other respondents revealed important differences as well as

0

similarities.

Low socloeconomic respondents differed fzqm ali other respondents in the

_following ways:

leSs contact during the past year with formal sources of help

in child rearing (teachers, doCtors),

less likely to belong to one Or more community organizations,.

less contact with other parents (about children),

less likely to have read anything about child rearing in,

recent months,

less likely fo be planning to obtain more education for self,

?40 less likely to have "unans ered questions" about raising

children,

more likely for chil to.have been absent from school eight

or more times during the past year, .

more likely to shar responsibility for the sample child with

the child's older si ling,

more likely to b
and

mo
was

like y to be

single parent (although the majority was not),

member of a minority (although the majority

The two groups were similar in the'following ways:
.44;1

positive attitudes toward,talkswith teachers and with

doctors (about child),

positive attitudes toward talks with other parents (about

children),
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aspiration for children (all tended to be high),

awareness of local programs/serv.ices (low for both groups),

and

agreement on the three influences perceived to have.the

greatest impact on child't future: self (respondeni),
spouse, and school (differences only in rank order).

Thus, low socioeconomic respondents appear to be less tied into formal

or informal networks which affect child rearing than are other parents. How-

ever, positive attitudes toward such cts may indicate a potential for

greater involvement. There is evidence, of a strong faith in the power of

education and a desire for children to attain a high level of education.

.The exploratory interviews pointed up the complexity of Idle socioeconomic

variable. There are many different levels within the designat.ion "faii.lies with

low socioeconomic status:" And many low SES families also fall into other special

need categories, such as isolated rural, single parent, or famLlies With handi-

capped Children. As will be seen in the reports to follow, the SES variable
r---

often significantly differentiates parents within the other special need

A
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#2. SINGLE-PARENT FAMILIES

Pertinent Literature

Since 1960 there has been a definite trend away from traditional house-

holds toward more varied living arrangements. One of these changes has been

an increase in the percent of single-parent families, while the percent of

all families headed by a married couple has dropped (Masnick and Bane, 1980,

pp. 20-24). Approximately 20 percent of all households with children under 18

are now single-parent households. This means that 11 million children undk

live in single-parent homes (Bureau of Labor Statistics, March 1981). Nine-
.

tenths of these single-parent families consist of women and children.* The

single-parent e7ience may be. short or long.term. A large majority of

single parents do remarry.** It is true that, although most Americans still

live in conventional nuclear families, an increasing number 9f children will

spend part of their lives in single-parent householAp. 'Fifty percent (50)

or one (1) out of two (2) children born today are expected to experience the

single-parent family situation before age 18 (Masnick and Bane, 1980; Russell,

1981). For these reasons, it is important to consider the meaning of this

experience for both parent and child.

4

uisadvantages for the Parent

The income of single-patent families headed by women is Much less, in

general, than that of the twO-parent households. There are many factors that

*This report will focus on single-parent families headed by woirlen. However,

it is acknowledged that single-parent families headed by men are increasingly

an important segment of this group.

**It is important not to overemphasize this possibility. 'Some organizations

have used this as an excuse for not providing programs/services for the single-

ppront family.
-C



contribute to this fact, but some of the major ones are (a) the moSt important

source of income for the family is usually the mother's earnings; (b) women

in generallhave had less work experiences and less training for work than men;

and (c) most single-parent women work in traditional "female" occupations where

pay scales are low and-many work either part-time, part-year,-or, intermittently

(Masnick and Bane, 1980, pp. 94-100).

The single parent is usually pressed for money and for time. The parent

is stressed due to heavy work, emotional,and,responsibility loads. Having to

take care of everything alone, without relief, and to worry ab4out being a good

parent often results in depression. The single parent tends to feel guilty

(

because she can't be with the child as much as she would like; can't be at all

school functions, etc. (Options in Education Series, 1980-81).

Negative assumptions and attitudes of others also make the single parent's

job difficult. She is scrutinized by others who expect her not to be able to

cope, who perceive the iingli-parent home as a broken, deficient home. She4t

also Often faces discrimination.
Landlords may.not want to rent to her, believ-

ing that the children will be running wild and unsupervised or that she won't

be able to take care of the yard, minor problems, etc. Other stresses can ,

come from the fact that former friends (couples) of her and her ex-husband

cannin usually be countedon for support (Klein, 1973; Russell, 1981),

Visadvaritages for the Child

Children often find it difficult, in the beginning, topadjust to living

with one parent. They may feel that the situation'is somehow their fault

oilihey may blame the single parent for these ciwges. When this change

occurs, children,also tend to feel that they are alone, that no one else has

had to go through such an experience. However, after the initial adjustment,
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probably the biggest problemtis having to live with other0 negative percep-

tions of her/his family as "broken," "deficient," "unhealthy," etc. In these

cases, the child is.made to feel that something is very wrong with her/his

family life. Related to this is a tendency for others to expect less of the
\

childto expect him/her-o be deOressed, to do less well in school', to be a

behavior problem. This can be disastrous aS lack e-.-:Te.ctation for good

performanc .behavior, etc., can become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Even the
q.

4k)''
single pare! may fall into the trap of blaming herself and-e*cusing the

cHild for poor performance. When this happens, the child will not perform

well and this can lead'to low self-esteem. "The more we expect of children

the more they feel valued. The way we value people is to expect something"

(Options in Education Series, 1980-81).

Advantages for Parent and Child

Single parents learn to be self-reliant,.independent, and confident. They

report that since they cannot spend as much time as they would like with their

children, they make an effort to see that the time spent is "quality" time.

Little things, small events, related to their children become very meaningful.

Single parents often are able to reach out to others in the same situation

and form informal support groups which may even include an exchange of goods

. and services. Others may find support in formal organizations suchvas Parents

Without Partners or church groups (Optionl in Education Series, 1980-81;

Klein, 1973, pp. 181-208).

Children of single-pareni families become independent earlier and must

take on more responsibility than other children. At the same time, the children

and parents are more likely to-relate as equals. Children are more likely to

be involved in family decisioniaakink than 15 true of two-parent famiiies.



They learn to negotiate disagreements. It has been reported that a greater

closeness and a stronger relationship may develop between the tingle parent

20

and her children than might have been the case otherwise (Options in Education

Series, 1980-81; Ruisell, 1981).

Are All Single Parent Families Alike?

In some ways, of course, all single-parent families are similar. But as .

more research is carried out, it is more and more clear that the differences

may also be great and-that, therefore,-thesingle7parentexperience can be

expected to vary.- A recent presentation on one-parent homes stressed the

riecessity of taking two vital factors into account: (1) the socioeconomic

status of the single-parent family, and (2) how recently the change had been

made from a dual-parent to a single-parent household. Socioeconomic status

will affect the resources and supports available to the family. Timing is

crucial as the parent and children would be expected to experience a period

of adjustment. Later, however, one would expect that a sense of stability

would have been established, allowing .all members to get on with their lives.

Still a third suggestion was to look at single-parent families by region of

the country. Region may also affect resources, programs, services, and
4

supports available to the family which, in turn, affects adjustment and

quality of the family environment (Finn, 1981).

How Do Schools Respond to the Single-Parent Family?,

Schools vary in their responses to the single-parent family. Some

operate on the old negative perception of a single-parent home as being less

.than desiTable by definition. Some exPect poor performance and 1,i/behavior

from the child, and lack ofA.nterest/involvement on the part Of the single

parent.
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Some schools, however, perceive the single-parent family not as inferior

:

OUt as a unique family with ittlown particular set of,problems. Some schools

:

have actively sought to tupport these families. Some ways thit.hag been done *.

are ligted below:

Ho Workshops have been held for teacher's on the needs of Children-

from single7parent faMilies. Teachers are made aware of-stresses

often.experienced by the single parent and the chtld. Teachers '

are encouraged to be generally supportive of the single-parent

child, not, lowering expectations but helping him/her to feel Om

fortable and securei
.

,School-counselOws have.arranged for children from single-Tarent

families to meet regularly as a group,in order to ditCuss their

situations. It has been found that children feel freer to talk

:to other children im'a like situation than to either their parents

or a teacher. ,

'In some schOolS:, teachers have arranged to have parent/teacher

conferendes at night to.accommodate working parents-.

Principals have.scheduled evening office hours.once a week in

order to encOurage communications with Single parents and others

.1

who-find it'.4ifficult to come during theday.,

In soMe ichools, The'curriculum has inCluded a time to discuss

41.
feelings, e.g., "things that make you.happy, things that make

you.angry, things that make you afraid," which provide all

children a chance, to-express themsilves and to find out that

they are not so different h.oM their peers.

In-some schoOls, a mechanism for identifying one-Tarent families

has been instituted, with principals making sure that the information

is giVen to the teachers (Options in Education, 1980-81; Institute

fOt Development. of Educational Activity, 1980).

There is still much to learn about single-parent families which would

be helpful to schools and other organizations that work with families. For

example, how long do children live in single-parent households? How much

contact do they have with the nonresident parent? Are there other surrogate

parents who provide significant amounts of child care? Masnick and Bane say

that "children are increasingly members of more than one household" (1980, P.29 ).
,
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Children of single-parent families May, therlst.i, have more opportunities--
, - --..

....,

-

for interactions outside their household (nonres.ident parent, surrogate

parent, c'aretakers'while mother is Working,:etc.) than is true for other
0

,children. We know little- aboUt the e. ects of.these changing interaction

patterns on children.

Re ional Par tine Surve s Data.

Within the parenting survey sample 1,11 ondents, 178 single-

parent families were repre'sented. One hundred forty one (141) of these house-

holds consipted of only the single parent and children; 371 single parents
-4

and their children lived in an extended family situation with other refated

adults present.

Responses of all single parents, were first compared with the responses

of all respondents from two-parent families. Then the responee's of eath were

examined within low or high socioeconomic level.* Among the single parents,

56:fall into the low socioeconomic category and 122 into the high socio-

economic category. Among the two-parent family respondents, 181 were low

socioeconomic status and 754 were high socioeconomic status.

Parenting Situation

Background characteristics. Single-parent families were much more likely

to be found in urban countiesthan in rural ones.

Family Type by Region

Single-Parent Families Two-Parent Families

Rural 38% 61%

Urban 62% 39%

*The measure used to determine high or low socioeconomic level was described

,in the previous section.
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Although'most of the respondepts in both grdupi were whie, the percent

of blacks was higher among the single-parent group (26) than among the two-
,

parent group (4%). Viewed by socioeconomic level and by family type, it was

found that black single parents were predominant within the low socioeconomic

level.

There were only slight differences in the educational levels of the

single-parent group and the two-parent group.

Educational Level

Single-Parent Group Two-Parent Group

Less than high school 34% '28%

High school 39% 43%

More than higii school 27% 29%

However, single-parent respondents were significantly more likely to have plans

to return to school in the future than was trUe of the non-single respondents

(single parents, 39%; non-single parents, 27%). Viewed within socioeconomic

level; those most likely to be planning a return to school were members of

the high SES, single-parent subgroup (44%).

ParentsWho Planned to Return to School

'Low SES

High SES

Single Non-Single

29% 17%

44% 30%

Preparation for parenthood. Approximately two-thirds (2/3) of both the

single parents and he non-single parents said they had not had a clear idea

of what parenting would be like before becoming parents. Most parents would

like to pass on something fo their children about parenting (single parents,

78%; non-single parents, 81%). This was more true of high SES subgroups

(85%, 84%) thap low SES groups (68%, 67%). What parents most wanted to pais-
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on was (d) 'be ready, not too young"; (b) "have patience, trust, understanding";

and (c) "havejove and the ability to expreis love."

The sharing of responsibility. the majority of both subgroups indicated

thatthey shared responsibility for the sample child with one or more other.

adults besides spouse (single parents, 90%; non-single parents, 83%).

Who did parents share this responsibility with? The child's maternal

grandparentsand relatives other than the child's grandparents were most

frequently named by all-subgroups. Dependence upon an older. sibling was

mcire 4aracteristic of low SES families (single or two-parent) than of.high

SES families'. It was particularly true of low SES single-parent families

(38%). Maternal grandparents were bore frequently named by high SES families,

particularly by high SES single-parent families (61%).

Formal Contacts

Contacts with Teachers. Overall,'single parents were found to talk

slightly less often' witl) their child's teacher than did other parents. Both

groups Iad a-positiveAttitude toward their talks with teachers (very helpful:

single arents, 58%; non-single parents, 56%). Yet slightly over two-thirds

(2/3) of both subgroups indicated that there was room for improvement, that

the paient-teacher talks could he more helpful.

When viewed within SES level, it became clear that SES was more strongly

associated with frequency of talks with teachers than was single or two-

,parent family type,.

Frequency of Parent Talks with Teachers

Low SES NAgh SES

Single Non-Single Single Non-Single

Talked often or
fairly often 49% 56% 71% 79%
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Contacts with doctors. Single-parent families were more likely to have

just one medical contact; two-parent families were more likely to have two

or more medicalrcontacts. The number of talks with doctors (concerning child)

within the past year was similar for both groups. As was the case for

teachers, the majority of both parent groups had positive attitudes toward

their talks with doctors, but also indicated that these talks could be improved.

When SES level was held constant, it was clear that low SES families

(whether single, 36%; or non-single, 40%) were more likely to never have .con-

sulted a doctor (about child) than was true for high SES families(single, 24%;

non-single, 26%).

Organizational membership. In compariftwsingle parents with non-:single"

parents, it was found that single parents were slightly more likely to belong

to no community organization (single parents, 38%; non-single, parents,. 30%)-

Of just those who belonged to an organization, single parents also appeared

less likely to belong to groups that provide help and advice on child rearing

(single, 48%; non-single, 60%). However, when viewed within SES level, the

picture changed. High SES respondents, both single and non-single, were-most

likely to belong to one or more community organizations; low SES non-single

'respondents were least likely to do so.

Membership in Community Organizations

Low SES High SES

Single Non-Single Single Non-Single

Belong to one or
more organizations 54% 37% 66% 78%

Of just those who belonged to organizations, the subgroup most likely to

belong to organizations that provide help and advice on. ccild rearing were

the high SES, non-single.parents (62%). Approximately 50 percent of the other
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three subgroups belonged to this type of organization. All those who belonged

to this type of organization valued them because they provided opportunities

"to discuss and compare with other parents" and "to find out what our children

are doing."

Awareness of local programs and services. The majority of both single

parents and non-single parents was unaware of community programs/services that

provided preparation for parenthood, training for more effective parenting,

and opportunities for parents to fulfill.their own needs. Slightly over one-

hIlf (1/2) were aware of prOgrams/services to help families facing difficult

situations. This was only slightly more true for single parents (61%) than

for non-single parents (55%). By SES and family type,.low SES single parents

were most likely (68%) to e aware of programs for families facing difficult

situations.

Informal Contacts

Contacts with other parents. Viewed overall, single parents were slightly

more likely to talk often to other parents (about their children or child rear-

ing, in general), although differences were not ireat (talked often: single,

51%; non-single, 45%). Both subgroups were very positive about the helpfulness

of these talks (single, 79%; non-single, 87%).

When viewed within SES level, all subgroups were similar, except the low

1

SES non-single/ftbgroup who talked less often.

Availability of a confidant. Overall, the majority of both groups said

they had a favorite person to discuss their child with (single parent, 71%;

non-single parent, 75%). High SES subgroups were most like o name a confi-

nt (single Parent, 75%; non-single parent, 77%); low SES ubgroups were

so what less likely to do so (single, 63%; non-single, 66%

3 3
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Who where these confidants most likely to be? For all subgroups, the

following received the most mentions: "Relative other than child's grand-

parent," "friend/neighbor," and a "maternal grandparent."

Media Contacts

Only a minority of all parents had recently'readlanything about child

rearing. Comparing only the two groups, it appears that single parents were'

somewhat less likely than non-single rents to have read something abou'tj

child rearing in a magazine, a book, or in the newspaper. However, once again,

it was discovered that the realdifferentiating factor was.SES rather than
If

family type.

Percent Who Had Recently Read About Child Rearing

Low SES High SES

Single Non-Single Single, Non-Single

In a magazine 21% 20% 40% 49%

In a newspaper 5% 13% 28% 30%

In a book 11% 15% 25% 31% '

Pai'ental Attitudes and Needs

Attitudes. Eighty=two percent (82%) of the single parents and 77 percent

of the non-single parents agreed that "most parents today need some kind of

help in rearing their children." Viewed by SES and family type, only the

low SES non-single respondents were Jess likely to agree that parents need

.help (69%). The Other three subgroups were .similar in their responses (high

SES single, 82%; high SES non-single, 79%; and low SES single, 82%).

The ideal mother was described by single parents and non-single parents

as one who (a) has patience and understanding, (b) loves children, and (c)

spends time with children.
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The ideal characteristics for a faiher were also similar for both groups.

In order of importance, they were (a) spends time with children, (b) is

patient, and (c) loves children.

Aspirationt Aspirations for their children were very similar far single

parents and non-singi parents. By SES and family type, only the low SES, non-

single subgroup had lower aspirations than all the others. Only 41 perCent

of these parents would like their children to get a college educatiOn, compared

to over SO percent of the other three subgroups.

Closely related to aspirations are parents' beliefs concerning the per-

4

sons or institutions which will have the greatest impact on their child's

future. In general, these responses were similar for both single and two-

parent family respondents. One exception was the predictably lower influence

accorded the spouse or,ex-spouse by the single-parent respondent (a great deal

of influence: single parents, 22%; non-single parents, 79%). Another dif-

ference was that single parents were more likely to rate the government as

having "a great deal" of impact, (single parents, 31%; non-s,ingle parents, 21%).

When familY types were viewed within SES levels, the low rating for the

influence of spouses remained characteristic of single parents. The higher

rating by single parents of the influence of the government waslargely accounted

for by the responses of the low SES,single-parent subgroup. High,SES respon-

dents of both family types tended to rate their own influence somewhat higher

than did low SES resprdents. High SES respondents were also more likely to
aft,

name "other" influenceLORigh ratings for the influence of the school remained

true for all subgroups.
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Who or What Will Influence Child's Future a Great Deal?

Low SES High SES
Lull Non-Single, Single Non-Single

Respondent 68% 66% 75% 78%-

Spouse 18* 72% 25.% 80%

School 71% 69% 66% 67%

Government 43% 25% 25% 20%

Anyone else or v

anything 29%. 24% 41%. 40

Perceived needs. Single parents and non-single parents were similar in

their responses to two of the three questions designed .to tap perceiNed needs.

Those were, "Do you have any unanswered questions?" to which 22-percent of the

.
'single parents and 23 percent of the non-single parents replied "yes;" and

"Is there any particular type of needed help for parents that is.not available

locally?" to which 23 percent of both subgroups said "yes." But there was a

significant difference revealed in responses to the question, "Do you feel you

have special problems as ,k,parent?". Forty-nine percent (49%) of the single

parents replied "yes" to this question, compared to on111 17 pevent of the

non-sinsle respondents.

Comparisonsby both family type and SES level were revealing. Having

"unanswered questions" was more Closely related to SES.than to family type.

High SES respondents of both,family types were more likely to haVe "unanswered

questions." However, high SES single paxJts were most likely of all sub-
.

groups to have questions.

The perception that "needed help is not available" was also related more

to high SES than.to family type. The relationship between being a single

parent and feeling one has "special problems as a parent" remained true within
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SES levels, although it was more pronounceipfor high SES single parents than

. for low SES single parents.

4".411110%
"Yes" Responses to Perceived Need Questions

Do you feel you have special
problems as a parent?

Do you have unanswered questions
about parenting?

Is there any kind of needed help
for parents that is not available?

Children

Low SES High SES

Single, Non-Single Single Non-Single

36% 14% 56% 17%

14% 13% 30% ' 26%

14% 18% 26% 24%

Exploratory School Interviews

single-parent famil)es constituted a significant proportion

of the school population in four of the six schools visited. However, in the

two most rural schools, their numbers were very small.

A common response to questions about single-parent families was that "they

don't cause any particular problem" or "their needs are not really that dif-

ferent." One principal indicated that being a single parent used to be more
'1

of a problem, but that in recent years, these parents have learned to'deal
%N.

with their situations. There was a recognition that teachers need to be aware

of and sensitive to single-parent families.

In the course:of the interviews, however, it h4came clear that although

single-parent families 2a. se aren't viewed as being very different from other

families,.parttcular single-parent situations are viewed as creating problems

'requiring special consideration by the schools. One example is the families

going through the transition from dual- to single-parent status. Children whose

parents are in the process of separating, getting a divorce, are often affected

adversely. At.one high school, we were told about group sessions available
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to these children in which they could discuss their situations with other

children who had gone through a similar experiencef Custody fighti also

occur, and children may be shuttled back and foith between parents and other

relatives while decisions are being made.

Another group Of great cnncern is single teenage mothers. These girls //

usually drop out of school, have their babies, and continue'to live witktheir

families. They often become very,isolated within their family.groups, especially,

those in more xural areas. In this particular county, there are few support

'services,for these young mothers; only a few manage to continuelin school and

to graduate.

Also mentioned by school staffs as very ceSimon are children from step-

families. The general impression is that many families are changing over time

.

and At is Sifficult for schools to keep upowith thete changes. It is not

always easy for school personnel even to know whether a child is living with

both her/his parents, with one parent, or with a parent and a stepparent, etc.

Yet:without
1
this knowledge, it is not possible for chools to reipond to

special needs.

Summary and Discussion

In Regional Parenting Surveys data, single parents were found to be

significantly different frob all other parents in only A few way. Single

parents were:

more likely to live in an urban county rather than a rural

county, -

more likely to be a member of a minority (although most

were white),
v,

more likely to be planning a return to school for themselves,

and

more likely to perceive themselves as having "special problems

as a parent."
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lbe single parents were similar to other parents in the following

sharing responsibility for their child with other adults

(trueof the majority),

aspirations held fer child (tended to be'high), and

.frequency of talks with other parents (the majority'talked
often or fairly often).

During the analysis, it Vane clear that the foljowing characteristics

were more strongly as.sociated with.high SES than with any family type:

frequent talks with teacher or *tor (abdut child),

membership in community organizations,

readin about Nild rearing:

hp g unahswered questions aboui chil,rearing, and

.
(perCeption that' needed help was not available.

Thi§ study upheld the position that single-pareni families should not be

viewed as one homogeneous group. Rather it is necessary to look for and study

the many different kinds of single-paYent families. ,

The special needs of'parents and children in families undergoin transi-
.

f,-

tion Ind of single teenage mothers were highlighted by the school-basea

.

intervirls.

4

e."



#3. TWO7,10B. FAMILIES

,

Pertinent Li;terature

,

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. S. Department of Labor

(1981), amqng married couples with'children, there were 14.9 million. (598%)

in which both 'spouses were earners uring.1980. Only 7 million (28.2%) of

these families stillilonformed to th traditional pattern in which the father,

but not the mother, worked outside the h

One of the major changes in American fam life in recent years has

been the unprecedented and steadily increasing rate with which women have

joined the paid labor force. Ihe greatest rate of change has been amoog those

women with children under 18 who previously had tended to stay at hom(4', The

sharpest Acrease of all has been among mothers with young children. Theie

two-job families'are likely to have more money and less time than one-j b

families of siiilar background, socia; class, etc.

However, a recent study of fami1y4rends (Masnick and Bane, 1980, pp.

85-94) revealed that most working women have part-time or part-year jobs .or

hal4 worked only intermittently over a period of years. Working wivecon-

,

tributed only about one-fourth (1/4) of the family income.* Because of)the

:lesser commitment to work bylithe majority of working women, their particular

life circumstances are somewhat different from those of the fewer two-career

families in which theii is long-term commitment to work on the part of both

parents.** In the dual-worker family, the attitude of both husband and wife

That the one-fourth was very important is indicated by the fact that in many

cases, these additional earnings allowed families to move out,of poverty.

**In this report, the following definitions are in use. TWo-job familieskrbfers

to all families in which tfie husband and wife are in the paid labor force;

two-worker families refers to those fatilies in which the wife's commitment

is less than that of the husband; and two-career families refers to those

families in which there is high commitment to work on the part of both'the

husband and the wife.
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tOward the Wife's work is that of "helpihg out" on a short-term basis. There

is a tendency for both partners to continue to view their as the

traditional(roles (wife as mother and homemaker, husband as breadwinner) even

though, in fact, many household tasks may be shared. In both the two-worker

and two-career families, studies tell us that, in general, the woman continues

to carry the responsibility for (if not actually; the performance of) the

housework and child care. Real role sharing is not commonly found._ Therefore,

the wife is subject,to more pressure, to more competing demands on her time and

Oolmstrom,1972._LLein ind Blehar, 1979; Rapaport and Rapaport, 1978).

When the husband is not supportive, the situation can become intolerable.

Holmstrom (1972) found that among two-career families lack of support by the

husband led either to the wife withdrawing from the labor force or the dissolu-

tion of theNmarriage.

,The greatest concern for both two-worker or two-career families is that

°of providing satisfactory care for their children. Two-career families have

the advantage of greater ability to pay for live-in housekeepers, a regular

babysitter, or day care centers. TwO-worker families may have more flexibility

in terms of-time (working part-time, part-year, etc.). However, for both

types of families, each couple must work out their own individual ad hoc solu-

tion to the problem. In this country, there are feW institutionalized solutions.

The availability of formal child care is very limited. Seldom do employers

pro-Vide child care facilities or allow flexible work schedules for parents.

And among tWo-career families, geographic mobility associated with mobility

up the career ladder results in the likelihood that extended family members

will not be close enough-to assist inday-to-day child care. An intensive

study of two-worker families in Boston (Lein and Blehar, 1979) found that the
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child care arrangements used tended to be informal and either free or rela-

tively inexpensive.
). If husband and wife worked on different schedules, child

care could be covered by oneor the other, at least,for most of the time.

(This arrangement did have disadvantages: it limited the type of job a woman

would take and it decreased the amount of time a couple had to spend together.)

Others hUd informal give-and-take child care arrangements with other Tines

in the neighborhood. (This usually worked out only if the mothers were working

part-time.) Only a few families used out-of-home paid day_c_gre for any length

of.time. The norm, lespecially for families with twct or more children, some in

school and some not, was io use multiple care strategies. In these casesi,

'the complicated scheduling involved created great pressure, particularly on

the mother. And such arrangements were also,subject to easily falling ariart

with any small change, for example,, the illneSs of A babysittet $ husband
A

(Lein;And Blehar, 1979, pp. 306-311):

Magnick.and Bane (1980, pp. 62-82) project that the revolution is yet .

to come in women's participation in the work force. They predict that by

1990, more women will be working full-time and continuously; there will be

greater attachment to work and an increase in earnings. They also expect that

the next decade will see a shift toward more non-parental child care. With/

more income available, families mai makelgreater use of nursery schools, day

care centers, and other paid child care. There may also be a demand on the

school to piovide preschool,and after-school care. Reasons for the belief

that in the future the norm for women will be high and continuing atliachment

0' to the labor fOrceL even through the childbearing periOd inglude: changing

economic pressures and demands, and changing attitUdes toward women's and

men's roles.
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Keeping these predictions in mind, it is interesting to look again at.

Lein and Blehar's study of two-worker families. They found that even though

there was a reluct ce to give up the traditional roles,the experience of

living in a two-worker household usually brought about changes in both partners.

Many of the men interviewed said the necessity of sharing in tasks ax home

had caused them to "rethink their roles as husband, father, and/Worker" (Lein

and Blehar, 1979, p. 316). With the experience of more-involvement in the

care eir.children, they became more confident and saw themselves as

better an their fathers had been. And many wives began, over.time,

to view o mployment as a "regular and normal" part of their lives.
1

They began to think of their work less as "helping out" and more in terms of

a career (Lein and Bleliar,- 1979, p. 316).

It is very clear from the studies that have been_done of two-worker or

twa-career families that there is no question but that these parents value

their children highly and-are very concerned for their well-being and develop-

ment. 'Many of their decisions about the kind of work to engage in, where, for-

how long, etc., are directly related to these concerns for their children.

Not Much is known about the effects of two-job families on hOme-sChool rmla-

tions. However, some problems and possible adjustments/solutions can be

implied from the literature.

, The biggest pr
r

oblem is obviausly the lack of time available to these

parents and the conflicts experienced as a result.* Some working mothers we

have interviewed recently hav ld us that they feel they "are missing out"
4

and "don't really know as much as they would like to know about their child's

*How much less time depends upon many factors: how much they work, how far

away they work, their work schedules, the egree of complexity of child

- care arrangements, etc.
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experiences at school." And even though they are unable to participate in

many school events, they would like to "feel more involAd" in
1
th ool,

"in making the school work." As with responsibility for child care in general;

it is probable that many two-job families still view the relationship with the

school as the business of the mother. It will be interestint to see if the

changing attitudes' towardroles in two-job families extend to contac$ with the

child' s school. #

Understanding the feelings and pressures of the two-job family should

make ii possible for schools and parents to develop new mechanisms for

relating to each other. SoMe of the ideas suggested for single-parent families

,would also apply to two-job families, e.g., workshops for teachers on the needs

of these fami1ies4 and conferences and office hours held at night. However,

it appears that the greatest challenge will be to find new ind creative ways

for the parents of two-job families to be able tO contribute, to feel invovled,

in their child's school, in spite of the severe limitatigns.on'their

This is_an especiallrvital concern with the knowledge.that commitment to the

-wiarlIc world by both mothers and fathers is expected to be increasingly charac-

teristic of most families.

Regional Parenting.Surveys Data

Among the families represented in'the Regional Parenting Surveys (Base

Sample Survey), there was great variation in the number of adult members

working outside the home and the degree of commitment to work. Slightly

less than one-half (1/2) of all the families could be described as traditional

(the husband working outside the home and the wife working inside the home).

In some families, oneAlidult worked full-time in the paid labor torce and one

44
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worked part-time. In others, both parents worked part-time. In still others,

4(
,

two parents both orked full-time outside'the home. And in some families,

no adult was working.*

In order to study the characteristic responses.of two-job families, it

was decided to use the most stringent measure available, that of two parents

morking full-time in the paid work force. A rationale for thetmeasure is

,

provided by Masnick and Bane (1980) who use full-time work as one characteris-.

tic of high attachment to work. They say, "Women1who are strongly attached

to work differ both from women who do not work outside the home and from

women whose work attachments are weak. They spend their time differently

and their families function in different ways" (Masnick and Bane, 1980, p. 63).

Within the parenting survey sample of 10113 respondents, 247 of two-job

i (both full-time) families were represented. The responses of members of these

two-job famdlies were compared with all other families (866). As with the

other special need families, there was also 'an attempt to view responses

by both SES and by job status. However, only 25 of the two-job (full-time)

families could he classified as low SES. Therefore, while some df these

results will be reported, they should be viewed with caution.

Parenting Situation

Background characteristics. There was virtually no difference in the

percent of two-job families living in rural counties versus urban counties

compared to all other families. The two groups were also almost identical in.

racial composition (white, 92%; black, 8%). TWo-job family respondents were

somewhat better educated than other respondents. They were also slightly

*Single-parent families are not considered in this section.
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more likely to be planning'to return to school. When the two-job respondents

were divided by SES level, it was clear that the high SES respondents were

the ones most ikely to be planning a return to school.

Percent of Respondents Who Plan to Return to School

Low SES High SES

Two-Job All Others ' Two-Job All Others

16% 20% 34% 31%

Preparation for parenthood. Over two-thirds (2/3) of the two-job families

and all other families said that they had been unprepared to become parents.

The great majority of both (two-job, 86%; all others, 79%) did want to pass

on something to their children, to help prepare them to become parents.

The sharing of responsibility. Most respondents in both groups (two-job,

88%; all othbrs, 83%) said that they shared responsibility for the child with

one or more adults (other than spouse). By SES and job status, those most

likely to share responsibility were the low SES, two-job parents (96%). The

most frequently named person with whom responsibility was shared was a "maternal

grandparent" (two-job, 49%; all others, 52%).

Formal Contacts

Contacts.with teachers, There was no difference found between two-job
P

family respondents and all other respondents in th:0 frequency of talks with

their child's teacher (often or fairly often: two-job, 73%; all others, 72%);

attitudes toward parent-teacher talks (very or somewhat helpful: two-job, 92%;

all others, 93%); and the opinion that parent-teacher talks could be improved

(two-job, 49%; all others, 43%).

Job status viewed within socioeconomic levels points out the strong

relationship of SES and frequency of talks with teachers.



Percent Who Talk Often or Fairly Often with Teachers,

Low SES High SES

Two-Job All Others Two-Job, All Others

40-

56% ,54% 75% 80% q

7 Contacts with doctors. Likewise, there was no difference found between

two-job families and all others in frequency of talks with doctors (often or

fairly often: two-job, 72%; all others, 68%); attitudes toward parent-doctOr.

talks (very or somewhat helpful: two-job, 93%; all others,,92%); and in the

opinion that such talks could be improved (two-job, 41%; all others, :40%).

Once again, frequent talks wfth doctors were closely related ro higk_SES.

Organizational membership. One of the few ways that two-job families

were distinguished from all others was in being significantly more likely to

belong to community organizations. This was also true of membership in just

those organizations that prOvide help and advice on child rearing.

Membership in One or More Community Organizations

Two-Job Families A11.0thers

83% 65%

Membership in Organizations That Help with Child Rearing

Two-Job Families All Others

52% 39A

Higher organizational membership for two-family respondents holds within high

and low SES levels, with high SES two-job families most likely to be members.

Membership in One or More Community Organizations

Low ES High SES

Two-Job All Others Two-Job All Others

52% 40% 86% 72%

40
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Awareness of local programs and services. Two-job family respondents

were similar to all others in degrees of awareness of local programs and

services. The program categories were: preparation for parenthood (two-job,

27%; all others, 30%); training for more effective parenthood (two-job, 10%;

all others, 12%); opportunities for parents to fulfill own needs (two-job,

24%; all others, 27%); and help to families in difficult situations (two-job,

54%; all others, 57%). Viewed by SES and job status, high-SES respondents

in both groups were more aware of,programs and services available.
4

Informal Contacts

Contacts with other parents. Two-job family respondents were very much

like all other respondents in frequency of talks with other parents (talk

often: two-job, 51%; all others, 44%), and positive attitudes toward talks

with other parents (two-job, 89%; all others, 84%). The two groups also

agreed that thelreatest benefit of these talks is "the chance to share/

compare" (two-job, '61%; all others, 57%).

Availability of a confidant. The majority of both groups saixi they had

a confidant, a favorite person to discusS7Ihe sample child with (two-job,

77%; all others, 73%). For both groups, the confidant was most likely

to be (a) a relative other than child's grandparent, (b) a friend/neighbor,

or (c) a maternal grandparent.

Mcdia Contacts

Two-job family respondents were significantly more likely than other

respondents to have recently read something about child rearing in a magazine

or in a newspaper.*

*These differences did not appear when asked about reading books or pamphlets/

newsletters.



In a magazine

In a newspaper

Examining this

Had Recently Read About Child Rearing

Two-Job All Others

53% 39%

32% .24%

response by SES and job status showed that those most

likely to have read about child rearing were the high SES, two-job group.

Within each socioeconomic leVel, two-lob respondents were more likely than

others to have read about'child rearing.

Had Recently Read About Child Rearing

Low SES High SES

Two-Job All Others Two-Job All Others

In a magazine 36% 18% 55% 45%

In a newspaper 16% 11% 34% 28%

Parental Atti des and Needs'

Attitudes.

42

Two-job respondents and all other respondents tended to agree

that "most parents today need some kind of help in rearing their children"

(two-joh, 80%; all.others, 77%). Their most frequently mentioned source of

(/\

advice and help was "own parents or in-laws."

Aspirations. Educational aspirations held for children were similar

for two-job and all other respondents.

Educational Aspirations for Children

Two-Job Alf Others

College or more 53% 52%

High school 14% 19%

As far as child wants 29% 24%
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The two groups were also in agreement regarding the influences expected

to have the greatest,impact on their child's future. Highest mentions

respondent (two-job, 79%; all others, 74%); spouse (two-job, 78%; all others,

67%); and school (two-job, 69%; all others, 67%).

Viewed by SES'and job status, members of the two high SES subgroups weie

more likely than'others to see themselvea,as having "a great deal" of in-

fluence on their child's future. High SES, two-job respondents were most

likely (82%) to perceive themselves as' influential.

Respondents Who Rate Themselves as Having "A Great Deal"
of Influence on Child's Future

Low SES High SES

Two-Job All Others Two-Job All Others

56% 68% 82% 77%

Perceived needs. No differences were found in responses to those ques-

tions designed to measure perceived needs. From one-fifth (1/5) to one-fourth

(1/4) said they had "special problems as a parent," "unanswered questions

about parentingi" and that "needed help for parents was not available locally."

Exploratory. School Interviews

. In four of the schools visited, two-job families'were common among the

school population. The estimates ranged from 50 to over 90 percent. How-

ever, in the two most rural schools, the number of two- ob families was small.

Mhny of these families lived on farms. Both parents were invOlved in the farm

work and, in addition, the husband usually had a job in a plant.*

*Probably the time constraints on these women are as great as for women work-

ing outside the home, for they do farm work as well as housework and care

of children. However, their work is home-based and they are not a part of

the paid labor force.

t5o
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The main problem for the schools is that of getting in touch with the .

two-job family. The parents often work a distance away, which means a toll

call is involved. .Emergency contacts are requested but are not always satis-

factory.. There was a recognition on the part of school staffs'that it is

difficult for parents of two-job families to be actively involved in the

school. They have little time and energy after the demands of the job and

the home are taken care of. However, we were also told that this does not

mean that two-job families are not interested. Some make a great effort to

participate and others do not. One principal told us that it is a matter

of "priority" for many. (These schools do accommodate working parents in

some ways. For example, parent-teacher conferences are s heduled up to

r(6:00 in the evening.) Homeroom mothers told us that wo ing mothers on

their lists respond positively to their calls. They usually want to contribute

in some way, even though they cannot often be present during the day for

special events.

For many schools, this type of family is fast becoming the norm. As a

group, they.don't appear to have pressing needs. It may be that 'both the

schools and the working parents view the time constraint 4:Toblem as something

they can do little about.

Summary and Discussion

As a group, the two-job family was the least distinctive of all the

'special need families studied. Their attitudes and experiences, as reflected

in responses to the Regional Parenting Surveys, were not very different from

the responses of the total sample. The onlY ways in which the twogjob families

differed from all others were the following:

higher degree of membership in community organizations, inCluding

organizations that provide help with child rearing; and

5i
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more likely to have recently read about child rearing in

a magazine or newspaper.
4

As in the other, analysesthe strength of SES as a differentiating vaiIable

was revealed. 'High SES, two-job families were mome likely than lOw SES, two-
.

job families to have had frequent talks with teachers and doctors (regarding,

child), to belong to community organizations, to be aware of local programs

and services, and to have recently read about child rearing.

We also found that school staffs had relatively little to gay about the

needs or problens of two-job families. The relationship.between the school

and two-job families may be a case of both school and parents accepting what

is, rather than searching for new ways to make the relationship stronger.

The schools do not expect a high level of involvement from these parents

and the parents Ido not expect the gthools can do anything to make their in-

volvement more possible.

4

Much more needs to be known about two-job families in relationship to

the schooli. Two sug tions are proposed. Families with different degrees

of cormitment to the paid labor force (two-job families in which both work

full-time, two-job families in which only one works full-time, and o -j b

Of

families) could be compared. 'And two-job famil nown to be active i

schools versus two-job families who are not ,active could be inv gated.

f
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#4. FAMILIES WITH CHRONICALLY ILL,OR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Pertinent Literature

7
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1

There have always been families with handicapped childkel_Bat until
,

he middle of this century, there were few facilities-ea- service's:for such

1a
c

c 11 dren. "Parents had'nearly total responsibility for care of their handi-

-
, N.--

capped children at home" (Berger, 1981). The general attitude was that these
,

rchildren could not learn, could never be indepetufent or productive, indeed,

. that there was noOre for them. Thus, iOs not surprising that these families

werelpften depressed or ashamed and te44ed to isolate the child, not only

from the community but sometimes from the rest. of the family. This attitude

has changed in recent decades due te a number of converging factors: the

rehabilitation of injured World War II veterans, immigration in the 30's and

40's of tome European e'ducators interest4-th the education oftthe handicapped,

a few,influential families who-had the experience pf a handicapped child anda

talked'publicly about it (Pearl Buck, the Kennedys, the Humid/revs), and the

.development of organized interest groups such,as the National Association for

Retarded Citizens and the Council'for Exceptional Ch ldren. In fact4
special

education has been cal1e4 d twentieth century social ement. The philosophy',

of the movement has been thpt handicapped children can learn, that they are

entitled to the opportuntty tq develop to their 4111est potential, and that

isolation and tetal dependency are unfair, unnecessary, and costly.

During the11960's, organized parent groups began pressing for educational

programs for 4eir children.. A series of.favorable developments (a court
41

decision in Pennsylvania, the Rghabilitation Act of 1973, the Buckley Amendment)

culminated in "the.most far reaching and revolutionary legislatiop in relation

to education, Public Law 94-142, the Education of,All Handicapped Children

a

/Act of 1975" (Berger, 1981, p. 277). The act says'that a/1 persons between

if

5-tj



ages 3-21 should be provided free and appropriate education in the least

47

restrictive environment. The law requires diagnosis and individualization

of educatbonal pr4ams. Phent involvement is mandated: Parents must be
r .

t

included as members of advisory committees. And they must participate-with
, 7

the school staff in the development of an ividualized fducation Program

(IEP) for their child. If parents don't gree w hool staff on an kippro-

priate plan, they have the right to ask for changes, or even go to court.

:40010raddition, schools are expected to look for children entitled to special

educational services and to inform parents of their rights (Kroth, 1978,pp. 7-8

According to recent statistics (National Center for Education Statistics,

1980), almost four million children (or about 8 percent of the total school-
, I

age population) in the country were receiving special education and related

services. TBe three most numerous types of handicaps served were: speech
,

irtirpaired (30.8% of total served), learning disabled (29.3%), and mentally

retarded`(/3.2%). Others served were the emotionally disttirbed, other heaith

Li,mpaired, orthopedically impaired, multi-handicapped, the deaf,-the'hard 6f

hea4r the visually handicapped, d the deaf-blind. lig4ever, according

to the head of the Federal. Bureau o Education for the Handicapped, it is

estima ) ed that 10 to 12 pe'iaKie;ifiv to six million) of the school-age

population shoUld be receiving special educational servirs. One of the

,

biggest problems holding back the system is money. Another factor is that

some children seem to fall through the cracks. Tl director of the Children's

Legal Defense Fund has said, "Taking advantage of 94-142 is a process.

I If there is no adult to trigger the process, it won't heppen" (Options in
,

Edycation, 1979, 1981). Children who are livingin nursing homes, who have

surrogate parents or guardians, who have been abandoned, may lose out or be

kept wahine for their educational services.



There is no doubt that the enactmeRtOrPL9+142mecessitated many

nadjustmentsand changes on'the part of the schools'. The experience of the

years since.enactment of the law has revealed numerous problems aila obStacles

to full implementation. Some of tilese are discussed below.

(1) In order to work as intended, parents and school staff.must

feel free to discuss; question, and disagree. However, some

parents are not comfortable in such a role. They are afraid,

fiesitaDt about questionink author,ities. They often fear that

such an action will be taken out oR the child later on. Yet

these parents may feel frustrated, wanting pore for their

children than they are,gefting.' Minority and low-income

pa'rents aremosf likely to have these kinds of feelings

(Marion, 1979).
;

(2) Some parents ask for too much for their child, m'ake unreason-

able demands.

(3) Some parents do not show up sr the confe'rences. Communication

with them is not good and it Is difficult to help them under-

stand the process and the importance of their participation.

(4) Some parents who'were active earlier in bringing about pressure

for the passage of the law then took the attitude that the

school system should take Over, that they no longer needed to

be involved (Staniszewski, 1981).

Teachers

/ (1) Sharing paler with parents is threatening to some special

education teathers

(2) SoMpl-profeSsionals commUniCate by Words or tones that they

kn9w best; parents in these situations feel inadequate, guilty,

(3)..Children Mayinot be refeued fOr evaluation if services arel

not avAilable:- Teachers 'aye sometimes been asked not to

find otIler children after the beginning.of the year. Thus,

limits,May be placed on the teacher by theischool.system.

oy there is often a time problem for speciaLeducation teachert

They:heed time fortesting, fOr arranging ItP conferences.

Finding a date and time that is conVenient for parents and

other.schoOl staff is not 'always easy, and:the teacher has

only isb Ouch time,aEter hiS/her teaching duties (Options in

tducation, 1979, 1981).



The School System

(1) The.IEP may be tailored to fit thOleeds of the :school and
the serVices/progra0 currently,available. (The law, hoW-

ever, requires that the child't need be, doCumented regard-.

lest of availability of seryices.)

(2) As the law stipulates that the child shall receive education
in "the least reStrictiVe environment," this means that
most special edutation studentt spend at feast part of their
day im a regularclassroom. Thus, the most urgent need,.
according td Gallagher, former direetor of the Bureau of
Education:for the Handicapped, 'Was and is "inHservice train-

ing for regular'teachers not trained in special eduCation"
(Options in Educat,ioh, 1979, 1981), He sees,this at a tremen-
dous challenge, one not likelyto be.met for a number, of years.

e.\'

(3) More tests need to be developed toddentify specific causesN
and indicate solutions for handicaps.

(4) Money is needed to pay fOiservices and equipment related to
special education (physieal and oceupational therapy:, renoVa-
tion of building facilities to accOnmodate the/handicapped,

COngresS has provided.for a, small Rart'of the extra
cost ofeducating the handicapped. ' For this reason, state
and local educators have lobbied in Washington and there has
been great concern'over budget cuts .

of all these experiences'ind;problems,,it appears that the'most crucial

factor in order io make the law work for the best interest of the children

Out

is for

doin to

pkrents an$°school':people tObe able towork together', to have the free-

1.40

be honest and: open, to viewHeach Ofher as partners and as teambeMbers,
-

rather than adVeriaries.
t*

educated to work together.

Oarents

It has,Abeen suggested that both groups need to be

Why has working together been difficult? Why has

involvement in special education nof been more successful? What are

the barriers, the obstacles? Shirley Scritchfield from the University of
4

Nebraska haS' studied the.situation in Nebraska intensely,and has come up with

an interesting theory (Scritchfield, 1981). Her conclusion is that it is not

the indlvidual attitudes of'school staff or parents but'the structure of the

situation which causes the difficulty. She reasons that being a member of a

team implies.equality among team members. However, in this case% parents are
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inherently structural unequais with professionals. Parents are extremely

/dependent upon professionals for obtaining services for their chilen in

whom they are highly invested. Professionals are not dependent on particular

parents in the same way. Therefore,, there is an unbalanced relationship with

professionals holding a lot of potential power. There is also the fact that ,

professionals, as part of their socialization into becoming professionals,;are

imbued with the idea ,of,professional authority accompanied -by A. definition of

the client as lacking in knowledge and understanding. Scritchfield believes

that parents need to come to the team with more equal status if their informa-

tion and opinions are to be viewed as important. Scritchfield believes parents

can increase their power if they are part of a coalition, if they don't have

to interact with professionals as isolated invididuals. In Nebraska parent

advocacy groups are working with and training parents to interact with school

administrators, physicians; etc. They are acting as ombudsmen and having a

great impact.

Program Suggestions

Many of the.programs suggested or in operation for the parents of handi-

capped childrel are similar to those.for all parents, newsletters with

tips and information, letters, suggested ways parents can reinforce what 'has

been learned at school; parent volunteers, group meetings (speeches and/or

discussions), and lending libraries (Kelly,. 1974; Kroth, 1975).

However, the literature reveals that these parents do have special needs

which should be taken into considerationin any contacts, communication,

prog9m, and planning. In spite of the sweeping change in attitudes and treat-
,

ment of handicapped persons in.this country, the parents of these children

still do not find the fact of their child's handicap easy to accept. They

5
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are often frustrated, fearful, despairing, and guilt-ridden. It is believed

that these parents often go 'Tough certain stages or steps before acceptance

of the situation is accomplished (Chinn, Winn, and Walters, 1978). "When

-

parents are confronted with the tatk of rearing an exceptional child, they

need both emotional support and specific information"(Berger, 1981, p. 2,94).

The parents of a severely handicapped child need some relief, an occasional ,

break, from the constant care they must provide. And it must also be realized

that parents of a handicapped child may not find it easy to leave the home when

the child is there. Flexibility and'planning ahead arenecessarY if the teacher

wants these parents to come to an individual or group meeting.

There have been some innovative programs develdped especially for parentt

of handicapped. children'.. Some examples are a parent outreach program in

which,parents of handicapped persons provide tupport, assistance, and infor-
,

mation on a one-to-one basis to ew parents of handicapped children (Spriggs

and Mayt, 1980); and a class for athers wh, ich offers a'support group, oppor-
).

tunities for father-child interaction, child-rearing information and awareness

of community resources (Delaney, 1980). Undoubtedly, more creative programs

designed to promote good relations between schools and the parents of special

children will be developed.

Regional Parenting Survegljata

Within the Regional Parenting Suiveys were a number of questions having

to do with health and medical contacts. One question asked whether or not the

sample child had experienced particular kinds of health/development problems

during her/his life. Two of these were "chronic or continuing pzigblem(s)

which limit his/her participation in activities" and "a physical or mental ,
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handicap." Parents who replied "yes" to either of these experiences'make up

our subsample of "families of chronically ill or handicapped children." Out

of the total sample of 1,113, 185 parents are in the subsample. Responses of

the subsample were first compared with the responses of all other respondents.

P

jhesetwo groups were each subdivided into high and low socioeconomic leVels*

and responies of the four subgtoups were compared. Among the "faMilies With:

chronically ill or handicapped children," 148 were high socioeconothic statuS

and 37 were low socioeconomic itatus. Among all othO iespondents, 728 were

high socioeconomic status and 200 were low.

Parenting Situatioh

Background and characteristics. Little or no difference was found in

rural versus urban reSidency, family type, race, educational level, or respon-

dents'. plans to return to school between the parents of handicapped children

and the parents of non-handicapped children. There were Some differences when

socioeconomic status was also introduced. For both groups, plans to return to'

school were 'associated with high socioeconomielevel. And being a member.of

a`minority was related to low socioeconomic level for both groups,,although -

was especially pronounced for the low SES handicapped subgroup.

Preparation for parenthood. Approximately two-thirds (2/3) of bOth the

parents of handicapped children and the parents of non-handicapped children

felt they had not been prepared when they became parents. Most (handicapped,'

85%; non-handicapped, 80%) wanted to pass on advice and information to their .

children to help them become good parents. The most important advice mentioned

by both groups was (a) be ready, not too young; (b) be patient and understand-

ing;'and (c) have love and the ability to express love.

*The measure used to determine high or low socioeconomic level was,described

earlier. See page 6.

C



Present parenting situation. Parents were asked if there were anyone else

(beside spouse) with whom they shared responsibility for the sample child.

There was little difference in the comparison of theAwo groups: 88 percent

of the parents of handicapped children and 84 percent of the parents of non-

handicapped

more others.

children replied that they shared the responsibility with one or

However, when viewed within socioeconomic level, the high SES

handicapped parents were most likely to share responsibility (91%) -while the

low SES handicapped parents were least likely to do so.

Parents

Parents

Parents Who Share Responsibility for
Child with One or More Others

Low SES High SES

of Handicapped 76% 91%

of Non-handicapped 80% 85%

Persons most frequently named by both groups

bility was shared were, in rank order, (1) a

relative other lhan child's grandparent, (3)

as the ones with whom responsi-

i
maternal grandparent, (2)

child's older sibling, (4) friend/

neighbor, and (5) paternal grandparent. Less frequently named were workers

-in an organization with which the chiAd was associated; however, these persons

were more frequently named by parents

ihe otherparents (9%).

and handica0 6onditions

of handicapped children (15%) than by

There were some differences when socioeconomic level

were considered together. The two low SES subgroups

'were more likely to name child's older sibling; this was especially true

within Ole lOw SgS handicapped subgroups. Both high SES subgroups more frequently

named 4 maternal grandparent or a friend/neighbor than did the low SES subgroups.

Workers in the child's orgabization was highest for the high SES handicapped

subgroup.
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'Contacts with teachers; There was little difference found between parents

of handicapped children and parents of non-handicapped children in regard to

contacts with teachers. The majority of both groups had talked often or

fairly often with teachers (handicapped, 76%;"non-handicapped, 71%), and many

had found their talks "very helpful" (handicapped, 62%; non-handicapped, 58%).

Slightly less than one-half (1/2) of both groups believed these talks could be

more helkful (handicapped, 48%; non-handicapped, 43%). When viewed by socio-

economic level and handicap condition, the two high SES subgroups had talked

with teachers more frequently than had the low SES subgroups. This type of

differentiation did not occur for attitudes toward talks of their improvement.

Frequency of Parent Talks with Teachers

Low SES . High SES

Parents of Parents of Parents'of Parents of

Handicapped Non-handicapped HandicappedNon-handicapped

Talked Often
or Faitly Often 59% 58% 84% 78%

Contacts with doctors. Parents of chronically ill or handicapped children ,

had had more frequent talks with doctors (concerning child) during the past

year 'gin had parents of non-handicapped children. This relationship held

within socioeconomic level, although it was the high SES handicapped subgroup

who had had the most talks.

-Frequency of Parent Talks with Doctors

Parents of Handicapped Parents of Non-handicapped

llo Talks 13% 31%

1 to 3 Talks 45% 52%

4 or-More Talks 39% 14%
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Frequency of Parent Talks with Doctors by'SES

Low SES High SES

Parents of Parents of Non- Parents of Parents of Non-

Handicapped Handicapped Handicapped Handicapped

No Talks 19% 43%
.

11% 28%

1 to 3 Talks 62% 45% 41% 54%

4 or more Talks 16% 8% 44% 15%

Parents' attitudes were generally positive for both groups (very helpful: handi-

capped, 65%; non-handicapped, 63%). Approximately 40 percent of each group

believed that parent-doctor talks could be improved.

I Organizational memberships. Parents of handicapped children did not differ

from parents of non-handicapped children in their tendency to belong to community

organizations; 70 percent of the parents of handicapPed children and,68 percent

of the parents of non-handicapped children belonged to one or more community

organizations. Degree of attendance at organizational"meetings was also similar.

Of just those who belonged to organizations, 63 percent of the parents of handi-

c.apped childreland 58 percent of the'parents of non-handicapped children,

belonged to an organization that offered help and adVice on child rearing.

The specific organization of thit type most frequently mentioned was the PTA

or PTO. The two most highly rated benefits of belonging to this type of

Organization were the opportunities to "find out what our children are doing"

and "to discuss and compare with others." Viewed by socioeconomic level, it

is obvious that both high SESsubgroups are associated with higher membership

in goneral and higher membership in organizations that help parents.

Membership in One or More Community Organizations

Low SES

Patents of Handicapped Children 43%

parents of Non-handicapped Children 41%
I

62

High SES_



Memberthip in Organizations That
Provide Help to Parents

Ldw SES High SES

56

Parents of Handicapped Children 19% 54%

Parents of Non-handicapped Children' 23% 46%

:Awareness:, of programs and 4ervices. There was little difference in aware-

ness of focal programs and services between the parents of handicapped children.

Aind the parents of non-handicapped.children. Most parents were unaware except

of the programs for families facing difficult situations. The results for the

four program types are: preparation for ParenthOod (handicapped, 29%; non-

handicapped 35%):; training for more effectiveparenting (handicapped, 14%; non-

/
handicapped, 12%); programs to fulfill parents' own needs (handicapped, 29%;

non-handicapped, 26%); and programs for families facing difficult situations

(handicapped, 61%; non-handicapped, 55%). By SES level, high SES parents in

both groups were more likely to be aware of the four types of programs than

were the low SES subgroups.

InfOrmal Contacts

Contacts with other parents. Parents of handicapped children talked to

other parent& as frequently as did the parents of non-handicapped children

(often or fairly often: handicapped, 77%; non-handicapped, 78%). The great

majority of both groups said'their talks with other parents were very helpful.

However, when also viewed with"SES,

groups talked less often and that the low SES handiCapped subgroup talked

was discovered that the low SES sub-

least often.

Parents Who Talked Often or Fairly Often with Other Parents

Low SES High SES

Parents of Handicapped Children 49% 84%

'earents of Non-handicapped Children 67% 81%

6,1
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Availability of a confidant. Both groups of. ients were equally likely

to say they had a confidant, a favorite person h whom to discuss the child

or child rearing in general (handicapped, 77%; n n-handicapped, 74%). These

confidants were most likely to be (a) a relative other than the childEs grand-
,-

parent, (b) a friend/neighbor, or (c) a maternal grandpdrent. However, when

these responses were examined by both handicap condition and SES, it. was dis-,

covered that the high SES subgroup was more Aikely than the low SES subgroup

to have confidants.
1111

Availability of a Confidant

Low SES. High SES

Parents of Handicapped Children 62% 4,8096

Parents of Non-handicapped Children 66% 76%

Media Contacts

Overall, there was little difference in the percent of parents in both

groups who had recently read about child rearing in a magazine,(handicapped,

46%; non-handicapped, 41%); in a book (handicapped, 32%; non-handicapped, 25%);

in a newspaper (both, 26%); or in a pamphletinewsletter (handicapped, 22%;

non-handicapped, 17%). However, high SES parents (handicapped and non-handi-

capped) were found to have used all types of reading materials more frequently

than had the low SES (handicapped and non-handicapped) parents.'

Parental Attitudes and Needs

Attitudes. The majority of parents'in both groups agreed that "most

parents today need some kind of help in raising their children" (handicapped,

83%; non-handicapped, 77%). The specific source of advice and help most

frequently naned by both groups was "own parents/in-laws." However:within
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socioeconomic levels, the higirSES subgroups were most prone to say that .

parents need help. This was especiallir true of the high SES handicapped sub-
/

group.

Agree That All Parents Today Need Help

Low SES High SES

Parents of'Handicapped Children 70% 86%

Parents of Non-handicapped children 73% 78%

Aspirations. Educational aspirations for the child were similar for the

parents of handicapped Oildren and parents of non-handicapped children.

Educational Aspirations for Children

Parents of Nandi-
capped Children

Parents
Handicapped

of Non-
Children

High School 14% 19%

College or Beyond 56% 52%

As Far As ild Can 23% 25%

Vocational 7% 3%

These results generally held within high and low socioeconomic levels with the

.exception that the low SES non-handicapped subgroup had sOmewhat lower aspira-

tions (college, 43%).

Both the parents of handicapped Children and the parents of non-handicapped

children consider the greatest influences on their child's future to be:. thelei-

selves (handicapped, 68%; non-handicapped, 77%; their spouse (handicapped, 63%;

non-handicapped, 71%); and the school (handicapped, 65%; non-handicapped,.68%).

When viewed by SES and handicap condition, a few differences emerge. The high

SES non-handicap subgroup rated their (the respondent's) influence higher (80%)

than did any of the other subgroups. And the influence of the spouse was found
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to be much lower (49%) for the low SES handicapped subgroup than for the

other'subgroups.

Perceived needs. The three questions concerning perceived needs of

parents provided interesting results which varied depending upon whether one

or two variables were being held constant.

,(1) Parents of handicapped children were more likely (32%)
than parents of nOn-handiCapped children (20%) to feel
they have "special problems" as parents. This relation-

ship remained within the socioeconoMic levels.

Yes Responses to "Do You Feel You have Special Problems
as a Parent?"

Parents of Handicapped Children

Parents of Non-handicapped Children

Low SES High SES

35% 32%

17% 421%

(2) Parents of handicapped children were somewhat more likely
(30%) than parents of non-handicapped children (23%) to
say they had "unanswered questions" about child rearing.

However, in this case, further division by'sEs revealed
that the high SES subgroups (handicapped and non-handicapped) 11

were more likely than the low SESstibgroups to have unanr

swered questions. The parents most likely to have questions
were in the high SES handicapped subgroup.

Yes Responses to "Do,You Have Any Unanswered Questions?"

Parents of Handicapped Children

Parents of Non-handicapped Children

Low SES

16%

13%

High SES

32%

23%

(3) When asked whether there were needed types of help for parents
which were not available locally, parents of handicapped
children were only slightly more likely (27%) than parents
of non-handicapped children (22%) to agree. Once again, the

strength of the SES variable is clear. In this case, SES
(level differentiated the responses of the parents of handi-

capped children much more than the responses of the parents

of non-handicapped children.

*A

e .
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Yes Responses to "Are There Any Needed Types
of Help for Parents Which are Not Available Locally?"

Low SES High SES

Parents of Handicapped Children. 8% 32%

Parents of Non-handicapped Children 19% 23%

Exploratory School Interviews

In all six of the schools visited, children with learning disabilities or

'handicaps were recognized as a numerieally small but significant proportion

of the School population. Coanty staff persons estimate that county-wide, all

exceptionalities make up about 10-12 percent of the school population. Home-

bound teachers are provided for students who are ill for any period of time.

,
Children with special learning problems spend varying amounts of time in special

)Eteducation c ssrooms, regular classrooms, and, in Some cases, with individlial

tutors. We were told that there is a county organization for the parents of

exceptional children..

During the interviews with sckool staffp, several problems related to

working with "families of handicapped children" emerged. One principal believes

that parents of children with learning disabilities do not take this fact

seriously enough. A junior high Counselor said that parents of exceptional

children often have expectations for their children's performance, both in

school and later on, that are too high, not realistic. Some school counselors

reported that parents sometimes resist placement of their children in special

educapion classes and that some students wh do not need/special education

try t6 get into these classes in order to work less. And a special education

high school teacher told us of her difficulty getting parents to come in once

a year for the IEP. Approximately SO percent actively came in for the con-

ference. Most of the others are contacted by phone. A few do not respond in
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any way. She feels that the reasonsin these.cases are cultural differences.

These are the families with an educable handicapped child who are living

under very deprived conditions in rural hollows. The learning disabled
0

students, tend to come from middle-class homes; the educable handicapped'alp

more likely to.come from low socioeconomic backgrounds.

Summary and Discussion

In the Regional Parenting Surveys, parents of chronically ill or handi-

capped children were.fpund'to be significantly different from all 1141441.x...parents

in the following ways:

more frequent talks with doctors (about child) within the

past,year, and

greater tendency to perceive themselves as having "special

problems" as a parent.

The parents of handicapped children and the parents of non-handicapped

children were similar in:

frequency of contacts with teacheis,

membership in community organizations, 1

atiareness of local programs/services,

use of reaing material's as a source of help in child

rearing,

frequency of talks with other parents,

availability of a confidant, and

,

aspirations held for children.

When the two g oups of parents were further subdivided by low and high

socioeconomic statu , somevesponses were found to be more closely related

to high SES than to the chiles handicap or lack of handicap. These were:

frequent talks Ath teachers,

membership lin community organizations,



having unanswered questions about child'rearing,

awareness Of local programs and services, and

having recently read something about child rearing.

It was also discovered that, for a number of responses, the greatest dif-

ferencesamong th ,fout subgroupeivere betWeen the two handicap subgroups. The

high SESjlandicapped parents were most likely and the low SES handicapped parents

were least likely to:

share responsibility for the child,

belong to an organization that provides help for parents,

talk often or fairly often with other parents,

have a'confidant to discuss the child,

agree that all parents need help, and

say that some needed help for parents is not aVailable locally.

Thus, it appears that in their relationships7with the parents Of handi-

capped children, .sChool people need to-consider the different circuMstances,

life styles, and needs found within this group.' The school-based interViews

provide some cluesAo the different kinds of problems experienced in contacts

between schoolS and the families-:With.handicapped children It Was 4ifficult

to get lowincome parents to come-in,, to participate at all in their child's

education. Other parents not only come in, put may resent the child's place-

-

ment or'expect more than the school believes is realistic.



#S. ISOLATED RURAL FAMILIES

Pertinent Literature

Historical Background

h
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This discutsion Of isolated Aral familiesqlraws on tle'literature of 4p0

Appalachia. Both the physical terrain and'the history,of the development gf
04

a unique subculture-in ruiel Appalachia have-led to the greater possibility of '

isolated turaLfamilies in this area than in other,paTts oT the country. Most

of the families and children we are concerned with-tod* ip Appalachia have
0

-

their '4roots in the AppablaChian subculture6sometimes referred to as folk culture

or mountain culture. In order 'to understapd what is happening toddy, it is
-

important t,o know something about the development of this subculture, what its
)

major characteristics were, and how it has been affected by social change
444

impinging from outside.

The earliest settlers came into the southern Appalachian Region at the

cnd thc 18th centurk':- Migration continued at a slow pace until the mid-19th

century. From then until the early 20th century, the offspring of the settlers

lived in.the Appalachian mountain hollows, virtually isolated from the rest of

the country where industrialization and increased communications were bringing

rapid changes (Erikson, 1976, pp. 51-78). Dotibtles's, the rural isolated life

was chosen by many of the first settlers because it gave them the freedom to

live according to the values important to them. But with\long years of almost
, I

no contact with the outside world, these early preferences developed into "a

unique way of life. Survival was, by means of farming and hunting. Self-
.

sufficiency, closeness to nature, and freedom were all highly valued. Appa-

lachian settlers were action-oriented; they disliked xoutine and planning.

r



They.were person:Oriented rather than goal-oriented. ExtensiVe personal inter-
,

action resulted_in a great deal of social.cohesiveness within the isolated com-

munities Othertraits usually mentioned in the conventional_ portrait of

Appalachian Subculture are those believed tO have developed from the hardness
. .

and Aisappointments of their rives, These include'fatalism or the attitude of

pas41ye resignationyotherworldliness (looking-for'rewards in the next World)",

And a continuAng:SenSe of, fearfulness and-anxiety (Welleri-1965, pp.28757;..

Erikson, 1976, pp: 73:75).

The family Was tremendously important as it was the only institution in

the early days Of settlement. The family took care of ali'the individual's

needs. Work, education, care of the sick,- tedreation,,and religion were all

functions originally carried out within.the'family.

The importande dfreligion'in Appalachia has often been noted% _However,

alihough early Appalachians were very concerned about religion and spent much

time discussing-it, religion was viewed more as a personal °experience than an

xperience related to formal membership in in organization. The early settlers

came from a variety of batkgrounds,(Sdotch:Irish, Celtic) and a:Variety of

religious-traditions, but many cif them were nonconformists. Religion' revivals,
_

diaracterized by emotiona. l eXcitement and action, have been popula'r in Appa-
,

ladhia since the late 1800'S. But the establishMent'of stable church con,

gregations was difficult. The Baptist and Methoditt churcheS have had the

greatest success in the area (Weller, 1965, pp. 121-133).

The early,settlerssdid not consider forMal education necessary for their

way of life. In fact, it was believed that too much schooling was dangerous,

in that it would make their children unfit for mountain life (Weller, 1965,

,

PP 107-113; Erikson, 1976, pp. 63:64), for the school did not deal with
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practical matters upon which the Appalachian depended for surVival. Therefor6,

even after SchoolS were established and attendance required, there was resis-

'Lance to education: Children were frequently taken out of school in order to

help with the work at home. School was considered more appropriate for girls

than for boys. The peer group.exerted pressures on boys not to succeed-in

school. A

.Early Changes

As the Appalachian settlers did(not know aboUt'fertilization or crop rota-
.

tion, their soil becaMe more and more exhausted. Large-families which were the

norm meant that a family's land was divided into sMaller and smaller sections

or the entire family moved to more remote hollows. Supporting themselves became

more diffiCult over time. .At the end of the 19th century, outside lumber in-

dusrries discovered the Vast timber resources in Appalachia. Oilier a period of

50 years, most of the timber areas were depleted. In the second and third

decades Of the 20th century, coal companies begarLcoming into the area. Appa-

14,Chians sold mineral rights to the land on Which they lived for next to nothing.

-The Appalachian people-Were exploited by these outside interetts Valuable
. ,

resources weretaken-outl. beoble had little tO shOw for it. Their ecOnomic

_ .

conditibn, in faCt, took-a downward trend. put in spite of these changes and

:the fact that many Appalachians worked for the coal companies, they tended to

preserve their way of life, their attachment to place and family (Erikson,-

1976, pp. 51-78).

Changes Since World War II

After World War II, it was no longer economically possible for rural

Appalachians to live independently. The'land could not support them and there

were not enough jobs available locally. Appalachians began to be drawn to

72
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cities where jobs were more plentiful. It was at this time that "members of

the Appalachian communities began to shift their orientation to the larger

,

society. The larger society became-theiT model" (Photiadis, 1980,.p. 5),

Millions migrated-to the cities of the north and east. The more skilled and

those who had finished high schobl were the most successful in obtaining jobs

and eCOnomic independence. However, these peoPle remained attached tOthe

land.and kin of their roots. There was much mOvement back and forth for visits

,

..:. and important Occasions. I formation about life in other parts Of the country

,47'was carried back by these igrants (Philliber and McCoy, 1981). During this

period, the advent of television also became a powerful:instrument for social

change in the Region.

Appalachians were required to adjust to these changes, to compare and

.p irient themselves n sOnig way to the larger society; Most were able to make

the adjustment, to identify-with the larger soCiety while retainint some of

the unique heritage. HoweVer:'a minority of families were riot able to make

the adjustment.

.7hese were the families with fewer resources (economic', educational,. emo-

tional) who'were TiOt able to keep up with the changing situation, unable to
,

successfully takt'care of their needs either by migrating or bytemaining in

Appalachia. These ate described as "families in retreat"; families who adopted

noncOnventional means of adjustment by retreating into Welfare, retreating

into close involvement in a sectarian fundamentalist church, and into close

involvement with a small cluster of other families in like circumstances

(Photiadis, 1980, p. 5). They appeared not to want to change, to be uninterested

in upward mobility (Welleri 1965, pop 138-141). :However,, in fact hey had

given up hope of a better life. They were-afflicted'With Many problems-.
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lad many health problems, both physical and mental, and were often prone to

alcoholism and drug addiction. At the present time, there are adults in the

Region who grew up in such a family environment and are now perpeivating this

style of life. Phatiadis believes that the lifestyle of these.families

resembles that of "the culture of poverty" first described by Oscar Lewis

(1965)_ Lewis defined "culture of poverty" as a design pf living passed

down from generation to generation, characterized by some 70 traits; including

provincial perspective, unemployment, absence of savings, lack of privacy,

frequent use of physical violence in child rearing, gregariousness., predisposi-

tion to authoritarianism, inability to defer.gratification, fatalism, mistrust

'of government, strong feelings of powerlessness, marginality, and helplessness..

Rural Appalachian Families Today

Although a minority in numbers, thenonconventional eamilies (the families

in retreat previously described) can be found,in neighborhoods or clusters in
a

most parts cif central Appalachia today. They have developed new group norms

in accordance with their deviant lifestyle. By means of.these,new group norms,

they are able.,:to justify accepting welfare, exerting little effOrt to keep children

in school, eic. Thus, these families have adopted a lifestyle which is not

part of the'briginal Appalachian culture (in same ways, it is the opposite-of

the originaLyalues) butt which represents an ad tive response to a situation

in which'they are unable to achieve social statu and self-esteem (Photiadis,

1980, pp. 9-12).

"In contrast, mosf rural Appalad, hian families,today can be described as

conventional.; They have retained at least a part of the indigenous culture

but have also found a place in relation to the larger society, Of course,

die:Ise famine's have adjusted to social change with varying degrees of success;

there remain many economic nee'cls in Appalachia today..
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The moSt relevant point for our concern with school-family relations is

thai, at present, there is not one description which fits all rural Appalachian

families. Instead, there.are many different family situations, different sub-

groups of families within most'Appalachian communities. _Evidence of the original

subculture can siill be found, but with great variation. It is important to

understand the comple ity of the situation and the reasOns behind the variations,

in lifestyles of ruraj Appalachian families.

Implications for Working with Rural Appalachian Families

Some understanding of the history and reasons for the diversity of,families

found in rural,Appalachia today is the first requirement for working with these

families. Working separately with some subgroups, at least_in the beginning,

has been suggested.

Several authors concerned about needs of Appalachia yet to be met have sug-

gested that professionals (extension workers, teachers, etc.) draw on some

traditional Appalachian practices in order to develop programs and get families

interested and involved. Weller suggested reaching families individually, on

a person-to-person basis rather than expecting participation in organized groups.

He stressed the importance of providing motivation for learning by helping

parents to see the need for encouraging their children in schools, and by

providing new experiences for children such as trips outside their areas And

exchange teachers from other parts of the country (Weller, 1965, pp. 94-160).

He also sug)tted informality, patience, and an attitud4 of working with

, rather than "dOing for or to."

Photiadis strongly urged the use of "personal.interaction" as a technique.

The worker would begin by setting up situations where people Can interact

with each other repeatedly on a community or subcommunity level. The situa-

tion would revolve around a common need or concern. Information could be
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exchanged or released informally in such a setting. Out OT such repeated

personal interactions, new bonds woula be established and new drganizations

gradually emerge. The participants wquld iearn to work together to solve

dOmmon problems,' leadersyould emerge, and new bases for self7esteem and

achievement would be fourid (Photiadis,.1980, p. 16).

Attitudes havq changed in Appalachia. One of the morecrucial changes

has been in the attitude'toward education. -Mogt rural Appalachians aspire to

be like the-rest of the country,in terms of income and 'education. "As a

matter of fact, they often see education as the only means for their children's-
,

success. Today rural_Appaaachians have more favorable attitudes toward educa-

tion than urban people. 'This is especially true with low-income rural people"

(Phqtiadis, 1980, p. 19).

Regional Parentin SurVeys Data,

In the Regional Parenting Surveys, counties were selected to be representa-

tive of urban, Appalachian rural, and non-Appalachian rural areas of five states.

However, a range of living environments was possible within a given county.

For example, some respondents in very rural counties lived in small towns or

cities. And some'respondents were found living in rural pockets which were,

in terms of miles, very near an urban area. Thus, it should be kept in mind

that within the broad labelS such as "rural" and "urban," there is often much

'variation and overlap.

One of the groups we expected to find in Appalachia was one Made up of

physically isolated families. These families,isolated in the hollows of the

mountains,have long been considered typically Appalachian, characterized by

independence, .close-knit family groups, suspicion of outsiders, and lives

turned inward rather than open to change and new influences,
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It was hypothesized that even with all the changes which have occurred

in Appalachia in recent decades,.there might still be some "Fsolatectrural

families" who could find it very difficult to relate to the staffs of schoolS,

who might feel uncomfortable or ill.at ease-in the kind of formal events (PTA

meetings, scheduled parent-teacher conferences) which often are the points of

contact between schools and families.

It was decided to depend on our interviewers to determine (with the use

of certain guidelines such as distance frOm a mhin road, distance from neighbors,

conditions of roads, etc.) which of their interviews had been with an isolated

rural"parent. Since the interviewers were all local people, they were able to

identify some isolated rural families before the interviews took place. How-

ever, some could only be identified after the experience of having traveled

to these parents' homes. In many cases, there was little doubt in the inter-

viwer's mind (e.g., those homes which could only be reached with a four-wheeL

drive vehicle, to which the last bit of distance had to be walked, etc.): In

some cases, interviewers were uncertain. Only those families about which

our interviewers were relatively sure in their judgment wyre included.in the

subsampIe. In this way, 15 respondentS were identified as members of:isolated

rural families. The responses of these respondents were compared with the

responses of all other parents in the sample. Then each group was further
0

divided by high and low socioeconomic status and responses of the tour sub-

groups were compared. There were 33 high SES isolated rural respondents and

40 low SES isolated rural respondents.

Parenting Situation

Background characteristics. As expected, most of the isolated rural

respondents (71%) were from Appali-chian rural counties; however, 22 percent
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were from non-Appalachian rural counties, and 7 percent lived within counties

designated as urban. Family types were similar for isolated rural families

and all other families. However, among the isolated rural.families, extended

fan4 types were slightly more likely.

Isolated rural respondents were significantly less likely to have achieved

a high school education than were the other respondents.

Respondent's Level Ot Education

Isolated Rural . Ali Others

Less than high school education 62% 26%

4
High school graduate 23% 44%

More than high school education 15% 30%

Isolated rural respondents were also less likely than other respondents

to be planning to go back to school (isolated rural, 20%; all others, 30%).

Only 13 percent of the low SES isolated rural respondents planned to do so.

Participation in the paid labor force Was very similar (isolated rural, 59%;

all others, 56%). Only 3 percent of the isolated rural respondents were

members of minorities, compared to 9 percent of all others. Isolated rural

families were significantly more likely to have larger families (over four)

than was true of all other families; this remained true within SES levels.

Present parenting situation. When asked whether they entrusted anyone

else (besides self and spouse) with some responsibility for their child's care

and upbringing, most agreed. However, isolated rural respondents were slightly

less likely'than other respondents to say that they did so (shared responsibility

for child with one or more others: isolated rural, 70%; all others, 85i).

The most significant differences in the types of persons named were the

greater tendency of the isolated rural parents to name the child's older



sibling (isolated rural, 49%; all others, 30%) and the lesser tendency of the

isolated rural parents to name maternal grandparents (isolated rural, 33%;

all others, 52%) or a friend/neighbor (isolated rural, 14%; all others, 28%).
I.

Within SES and isolated.status, the low SES isolated parents were the least

likely to share responsibility (67%).

Formal CoAtacts

Contacts With teachers. Inquiry into how frequently parents talked with

their child's teacher in the past year revealed that the majority of both groups

had talked either often or fairly often. However, isolated rural parents
S.

talked less frequently than other parents.

Frequency of Talks with Child's Teacher in Past Year

Isolated Rural All Others

Talked often or fairly often 5890

. Of those who had talked to the teacherS, however, there was virtually no dif-

ference between the groups in the way they felt about the talks. Most said

the talks were "very helpful" (isolated rural, 56%; all others, 5896) or "some-

what helpful" (isOlated rural, 30%; all others, 34%). However, when asked

whether their 'talki- with teachers could be improVed, both, grouRa indicated

that there was room for improvement, isolated rural, 48%; all others, 44%).

More initiative by teachers/schOols in providing opportunities for talks was

suggested.

When viewed by SES and isolated, status, it is seen that frequency of

talks with teachers is more closely related to SES. .Hcmever, low SES isolated

parents had talked least often of all the subgroups.



Frequency of Talks with Child's Teacher in Past Year

Talked often or
fairly often

, Low SES High SES

Isolated Rural All Others Isolated Rural All Others

45% 56% 73% 78%
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Attitudes toward talks remained similar across the subgroups.

ahpntatts with doctors. Almost all parents in both groups had one or more

medical contacts: The number of times parents had talked to a doctor (about

sample child) within the pastnreiLrmas also similar for both groups. Slightly

over one-half of both groups had talked to a doctor one to three times; slightly

less than one-third had not talked to a doctor. Both groups tended to say these

talks were helpful, but non-isolated respondents were.somewhat more enthusiastic

(very helpful: ,isolooted rural, 51%; all others, 64%). Most pa_rents in both

groups indicated that their-talks with doctors could be made more helpful. Only

36 percent of the isolated rural parents and 32 percent of the other parents

believed these talkscould not be improved.

These responses 4id not vary much when SES level was introduced. The low-*

SES non-isolated subgroup was the least likely to have talked to a doctor.
,

OrganizstiOnal membership, Itolated rural pa/Onts were significantly less
,

fikelito ht.'meisbrs- f one ot.mOre comMUnity',organilationS than were-other

parents.

Membership in Community Organizations

Isolate4 Rural All Others

Beltinged to one or more

organizations 37% 71%

, .

Of just those who tio belong to community organizations, slightly over one-half

of boih groups belonged to organizations, that proVide help with child rearing. .

PTA's or PTO/s weré Most frequent)named. The most important-way that such
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organizations were helpfUl to isolated rural parents was by providing an oppor-

tunity to "discuss/compare problems children are having" (isolated rural, 39%;

all others, 22%).('By SES and itolated status, it is the low SES isolated

parents who are least likely to belong to comMiinity organizations in general

or to organizations that provide heZp 6 parents.

Membership in One or More Community Organizationt

Isolated Rural Parents

All Other Parents

Low SES High SES

15% 63%

47% 77%

Membership in Organizations That Provide Help, to Parents

Isolated Rural Parents

All Other Parents .

Low SES High SES

10% 36%

24% 48%

Awareness of programs and services. There was no difference between

isolated rural parents and all other parents in awareness of local'programs/

services of four different types. Both groups were least aware of "programs

to promote more effective parenting"*(isolated rural, 14%; all others, 12%)

and most eware of "programs for faMilies fi'l\ct4 difficult situations" (both,

56%). However, when the two groups are differentiated by SES, it is revealed

that high SES is generally associated with greater awareness end that low SES

isolated parents rank lowest in awareness of three prograth types.

)Awareness of Local Programs/Seiyi c es

Lo§ SES

Programs that provide: Isolated Rural All'Others

Preparation for.parenthood 15% 25%

Help in difficult situations 38% 4%

For more 'effective parenting 8% 8%

For parents' own needs 3% '19%

,

High SES
Isolated Rural All Otkers

24% 31%

64% 59%

3% 13%

1% 299.6
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Informal Contacts

Contacts with other parents. Although the majority of both groups were in

the habit of talking with other parents about their children or child rearing,

isolated rural parents were much l41110 likely to do so than were other parents.

Frequency of Talks with Other parents

Isolated Rural

57%Talked often or fairly often

All Others

79%

Boih groups, however; were positive about their talks with other parents. The

great majority said these talks Were helpful (isolated rural, 75%; all others,

86%). The Most important benefit for both groups was being able "to sharet?

compare"; the second most important benefit was being able "to leirn, get new 0.

.ideas."

When the two grouin are viewed within SES level, it becomes clear that.

the jow SES isolated parents are leas.i likely to talk to other parents about

their children. The difference in the two high SES subgroups indicntes that

the isolated'status hag some independent effect_

Parents Who Talked Often or Fairly Oft n
With Other ParentS

Low SES

Isolated Rural Parents 50%

All Other Parents

High SES

66% 82%

Availability of a confidant. The majority of both the,isolated ruhl

parents arid all other parents had a confidant, a close relative or friend with

whom they liked to discuss the.sample child. Isolated rural parents were only
d,

/.°

slightly less likely (64%) than other parents (75%) to have such a confidant.

Those chosen as confidants by both groups were most frequently a relative other

than the child's grandparents, a friend or neighbor, and a maternal grandparent.

The introduction of the SE variable provided no new insights.
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source of advice and help in child rearing. In the comparison of isolated rural

An overall finding was that most parents do not often use reading as a
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, and all other parents, isolated rural parents were 'somewhat less likely, in

most cases, to haVe re4d about child tearing. However, when viewed within SES

levels, is apparent that is the low SES isolated subgroup which accounts

for the difference. High SES is strongly associated with reading.

Percent Who Had Recently Read About Child Rearing

Low SES High SES

Isolated Rural All Othera:' ISolated Rural Ali:Others

In. a magazkne,

, :In a newspaper °

12..5%

5%

22%

13%

39%

21%

VA

In a- book 12,5%, 15% 36%.

..

In a pamphlet or.,,

newsletter, 5% % 24%

30%

. 21%

Parental Attitudes and Needs

Attitudes: In response to, "In..tOday's world, all parents need some

kind of help in raising -thqir chi4dten,"-the majority of isolated rural parents

_
(68%) and all other parents (78%) agreed. However, within socioeconomic levels,

the low SES isolated rural parentswere'least likely to agree and the'high SES

nOn-isolated wete most likely to agree.

AgreeJhat'Ail'farents Today Need Help

Isolated Rural Parents

All Other Parents

High SES

73%

74% 79% ,

Both the isolated rural and all' other parents agreed that the Characteristics

04

oran ideal pa/tettwere, (a) tas patience, understanding;_lb) loves children;

and (c) spends time with children.

A
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Aspirations. What do parents hope for their child's future? :Isolated

rupl parents held somewhat jower educational aspirations for their child than

did other parents. However, the highest percent in both groups aspire to a

edncation.
1c."42

How Far Wou1d.You Like Child To Go.-in School?

Tsola.tedlural All Others

High school graduate '36% 17%

College or mote 44% 53%

0
As:far as childdan and Wants f 16% 25%.

Vocational schooe

Looking at both groups within socioeconoMic levels, the most common

response of.all subgroups remained "college or more." However, low SES

iso1at6d rnral parents were more likely than any of the others io be satisfied

1% 4%

with a high school education. --

Personal qualities both groups desired for their children aS adults were

ring, loving; (b) respectable/trustworthy; (c) oWn person; and TO well

4

Who or what do parents believe will have an impact'on the way therr child

turns out as an adult? Isolated rural parents were Very,similar in their

responses to those given by all other parents.
(

When the two groups were divided by S000.6C000111ic level, most of 'the

differences in.responses appear to be due to SES. 'High SE$ parents iitribute

greater,influence to ihempelves, tp their spouses, and "to anythiPg or anYone-v,

else";- low SES parents ate more likely than high SES parints to attribute a

great deal of influencelto the government. Only the belief in )the influence

4 ,

of the school appears unrelated to SES. In-fact, it is of interest to note

,
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that it is the low SES isolated parents who attribute more influence to the

schools (78%) than do any of the other, subgroups.

Who or What Will Influence Child's Future "A Great Deal"?

Low SES High SES

"lsolated Rural All Othert Isolated Rural All Othets

Respondent 70%- 66% 79% 78%

p

spouse 01 59% 82% '72%

-Schoolt 78% 68% 04% 6 67%

Government

fUlything dr

28$ 29% 21% 21%

Anyone:Else 20% 26% 48% 40%

Perceived needs. In response to the three questidns about perceived needs,

isblated rural parents as a whole were somewhat less likely to perceive them-

selves as having "special problems as a parent" and somewhat less likely to .

have "unanewered questions" about parenting.

"Yes" Responses to Perceived Need QuestiOns

Do you feel you have special problems
as: a parent?

Do you have-unanswered questions about

parenting?

Is there any needed help for parents
that ii not available locally?

Isolated RuraL All Others

15% . 23%

18-%_ 24%

26% 23$

Viewed by isolated status and SES, greater differences are discovered.

Low SES isolated Parents'are the least likely of the subgroupS to tay they,

have "special Problems as a parent." "Having unanswered queslions about

parenting" is more characteristic'of the two high SES subgroups and'the

high SES isolated parents stand out with' the highest'response to; "Is there

needed help which is not available?".

11
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"Yes" Responses to Perceived Need Questions

Low SES t High SES

Isolated Rural All Otheri Isolated Rural All Others

Do'you have special
problems as a parent?

Do you have unanswered
questionl about parenting?

,.

Is there anyL needed help
for parents that is not
available focally?

13%

8%

18%

-

21%

14%.

17%

4.

18%

30%

36%

23%

27%

24%

Exploratory School Interviews

In-all six schools visited, there were some families among their school

populations who were recognized by the school staff as being "isolated rural

families.-" These families were most prevalent in the two most rural schools.

The'children ftom isolated rural families were bused in from clusters of

populations in various hollows. Some elementary students had very long bus

rides which meant they were away from home for as long as ten hours. 'There

was some disagreement among school staffs in regard to transportation and

isolated rural families. Some believe that transportation is a reill problem

for these families which makei it difficult for parents to come to school, for

parents and children to obtain medical services, and for high school students

,to participate in extracurricular activities. Others believe that these

isolated rural families almost always do have cars and that lack of particj.pa-

tion in school activities is more a matter of chdice than necessity.

Some drawbacks to parent participation in school affairs by isolated rural

families were outlined for us by some veiy actively involved pa ents. These

drawbacks were (a) the amount offarm work which has to be done, (b) the

typical largeafamtlies and the difficulty of getting babysitters, and (c) the

86
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poor roads tohomes which in bad weather make it uncertain that a parent will

be able to follow through on a commitment at school.

A few of the isolated rural families were described as living in extreme

poverty. They have poor housing, no running water, and sometimes not enough

to eat. They may be on welfare or only marginally employed: These are the

families most difTicult for the school to communicate with. In one high

school we were told that there are a few students who are all,related

and all from the same area who are in the habit of "enrolling in school each

year, only to qualify for social security or welfare." They are only marginally

involved in school, have poor attendance records, and tend to drop out as

scion as possible.

There are different perspectives and questions about the meaning of

"isolated rural families.0 One principal told us that he believes that only

a few families are really physically isolated, even in the most rural areas.

He believes that there are more families who are iiolated-socially due to

different values, religions, or lifestyles. We were also told about some families

who have chosen to move,into geographically isolated areas in recent years. Even

though their numbers are small, their backgrounds and values have resulted

.in their flaying greater invOlvement in the schools than do the long-tribef

residents.

Summary and Discussion

The rural isolated sample from the Regional Parenting Surveys differed

from all other parents in the survey in the following Ways;

larger family size;

somewhat less likely to share responsibility for child with
adults'other than spouse; -
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less likely to belong to community organizations (more true
of low SES iiolated than high SES isolated);

talked less often with other parents about children (more true
of low SES isolated than high SES isolated); and

less likely to perceive themselves as having special problems
as.parents (more-true of low SES isolated than high SES
'isolated).

There are other characteristics which appeared at first to differentiate

isolated.rural parents and all others. However, further division of the two

groups-by socioeconomic status revealed that the following are only true for'

the low SES isolated parents:

less likely to be planning a return to school;

less likely to have talked.with teachers;'

less likely to have recently read about child rearing; and

less likely to have questions about child rearing.

Isolated rural parents and a11 other parents were similar in these ways:

number of talks with doctors in,past year;

aspirations held for children (low SES isolated only slightly
lower); and

dnfluences on child' s( future.

There were two other ways in hthicb isolated rural Darenrs and others

appeared to be similar. However, when socioeconomic status was introOuced,

differences were seen between subgroups:

41,
awareness of local- programs and services (highest for the two
high SES subgroups, both the isolated and all others)% and

needed help for parents is not available (high SES-isolated
rural parents,gave a higher response than any other subgroup).

Both the Regionar Parenting Surveys and the exploratory school interviews

provide a number of different pictures of.isolated rural familie . SoMe Eire
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apathetic and withdrawn from formal or infOrmarcontacts. Others are alMoSt

-as involved in contacts as parents'anywhere and are more likely to have

.questions about child rearing and to express their needs for more services.

Some families are extremely poor and tend to fit Phoiiadis' description of

"families in retreat." Others are conventional families.

It could be argued that what is needed is'd'typology of the varieties

of 'isolated rural families." Are We speaking strictly of physical

isolation or social isolation or some combination of both? Do we mean just

families who for generations have lived in the same spot or should we also

include newcomers, those who have chosen to liVe in a pfiysically isolated area?

These are some of-the questions which schools need to consider in working

with parents, especially in the rural counties Of Appalachia. Different types

of isolated rural families may imply different school-related needs and the

development of different kinds of programs.
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#6. MINORITY FAMILIES*

Pertinent Literature

Historical Perspective

.In order to understand the present relationship between black families

and the schools, it is important to look at the history of black people in

this country, particularly AS it relates to the educational institution.

Had( people in the United States have experienced slavery, segregation,'

and.discrimination. The economic and psychological consequences of these

experiences have only begun to be reversed in recent 'decades.

There Was, of course, no attempt to provide education for blacks during

the time of slavery; in fact, in the.later decades of its existence, learning

to read was forbidden to slaves. Some did learn, however, in the course of

receiving religious training, serving an apprenticeship, or informally (often

secretly) throUgh cOntacts with literate whites or blacks. Partly because

education was.denied and because.they perceived it As preparationlor becoming

free; many blacks imbued it.with a'"magical" quality (Lightfooi, 1078, pp.

138-140). After emancipation, education became more possible. But in_many'

parts of the country (especially in the South), it was viewed as appropriate

only for the elite, not as a right.of all citizens: When public schools were

established, black and white children were expected to attend Separate schools.

Segregation was eliminated first-in the North, hut remained the rule in the

South until the mid-20th century. .It has been recognized that black schools

were not.only.separafe from white Schools but were unequal, Physical facilities

*This section deals only with black families as ;they represent the.most

proiinent minority in the Appalachian Region.
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were less desirabl , 1:041ding was lower, and black teachers were less well

trained than were white teachers. In addition, the curriculum was often

geared toward training for manual occupations. Black children were nOt

expected to go on to higher education and higher occupations (Ogbu, 1981,

p. 146).

In 195.4Ithe Supreme Court decision of Brown vs. the Board of Education

marked the beginning of a slow process of desegregation of the pubiiC schools

which is still not complete. Large-scale migrations of blacks from the South

to the North and East and of middle-class whites from large cities to the suburbs

have reSulted in a new kind of segregation. Ironically, at this time, schools

are more integrated in the South than in the' North (Bresnick, et al, 1978).

In the 1960's the War on Poverty and the Civil Rights movement brought

increased ttention to the needs and rights of minorities. As a part M new

,

legislation (Title I, Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965) aimed-at improving

educat&enal opportunities for low-income and minority'stUdents, involveMent of

parents on advisory boards was Mandated. Affirmative action practices-in

employMent and in admittance-to institutiOns of higher learning was required

of those organizationS receiving significant federal funding.

Throughout the history of Placks in this Country, there have been evidences

of the struggle for black families to attain a good education for their

.children. Some of the more recent manifestations have had-to do with imple-

menting integration practices, demanding community control of schools. (in

large city systemS\in the late 1960's) and protesting testing practices

and disproportionate placement of black children in special education classes

(Bresnick, 1978; Marion, 1979).

91
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Current Situation

Blacks as a group have made notable educational progress in recent decades.

MOre have attended institUtions of higher:education than ever before; in 1978

1.1 million blacks and 9.2 Million whites were enrolled in these institutions.

Based on.the educational level of parents under the age of 45, it is estimated

that, overall, black chndren currently live in homes of much better educated

adults than was.true.a decade ago (Glick, 1981, p.. 108). Yet.black students

still lag behind white students in educational.achievement. "On national

standardized,testsi black children of varying ages generally score more than

10 percent below the national mean" (MoOre, 1981, p. 285);

in other respects also, 'blacks remained disadvaneaged compared to whites. ,-.

The pciverty rate for,black families in 1979 was 28 percent, the.same as it

was in 1969; this was three times as high for black families as for all families.

One reason for the lack of an overall iperease in income level ras the rapid

growth in the proportion of black familieS maintained by a woman as head of
,

the hoUsehold. In 1980 40 percent' of all bladk families were of this type,

as compared to 28 percent,in 1970; these families have consistently had the

lowest average income of all family types. Per capita income for blacks in

1979 was *63.percent of that'for persons of'all races (Glick, 1981, pp. 122-123).

It is startling to find that'42 percent, of all 'black children live in poverty

(Moore, 1981, p. 281).

.Health statistics also point up the. disadVantaged positionof black

Black mothers are twice as lilCely never to haVe had prenatal care.

Over 40 percent of all black children do.not see a phygician even once.a year.

And blacks have "lower life expectancies, an infant mortality rate nearly

twite as high, a greater incidence of hypertension and cancer, and more child

fatalities than do whites" (Moore, 1981, pp.284-285)

Sh,
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Black Families and the Educational Institution

Attitudes of black parents. The literature reveals some difference of

opinion regarding the attithdes of black families toward'education. According

to Hill (1972), minority parents as a whole believe that a good education is

lhe best advantage they can offer-their children. The long struggle of blacks

for equal educational opportunity certainly seems to bear this out. But Ogbu

(1981) believes that many blacks have now become disillusioned. This mainly

has to do with the fact that even for those who have achieved high academic

goals, full economic participation has not followed. Blacks have experienced

a limited opportunity structure,'a "job ceiling" which has led to "disillusion-
.

ment about the real value of schooling" (Ogbu, 1981, p.'149). Ogbu,s thesis

is that this disillusionment on the part of parents has reaulted in their

communicating ambivalent attitudes toward schooling to their children. They

may urge their child to work hard in school and to get hore education than

the parents did. But at the same time, their experiences of underemployment

and discrimination in the workplace send a different message, one whichsays,

"What's the use of tryiim?" This has its effect on the child's effort in

school and on his/her probability of failure. Ogbulxlieves structural

barriers in the economic institution will have to be eliminated before black

,children will achievethe degree of success in school they are capable of

; achieving (Ogbu, 198W

Lightfoot, however, believes that the relationship between black families
1

and the public schools has always been.ambivalent. ,DesOite the lack of

evidence of group mobility of blacks through schOoling, blacks cling to the

hope "that school and education will save our black children from poverty

and oppression and give them the skills to overcohe racism and injustice"

(Lightfoot, 1978", p. 125). 'At the same time; schools have often been
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experienced. by blacks as.frustrating ahd oppressive., Black parents have

often viewed teaehers as uncaring and unwilling to believe in the potential

pf iheir childrem It is Lightfoot's Ppinion that both of these views of

education 'repr,esent oversimplified extremeS and that, in reality, the black

parent'a attitude'is,Jadmewhere "between cynicism and optimism' ,(Lightfoot,

1978, p. 166).

Attitudess of teachers. Teachers-have sometimes telieved that black parents

(especially;loviL socioeconomic parenta) do Ticit value edUCational,attainment for,

their.childrenny'white,middle-class teachers have perceived black parents

as being unintenested,. apathetic abOut their children's achievement in school.
A-

'Often this perception_ was :yelated,to the factthat the black parents did not

. .

frequently attehd-school functiOns4uCh as.Ppen house, parent-teacherconferences,

etc. Other reasons for this'nonparticipation (fdr example,-a past history of

rejection 'by the schpOlS or.a feeling-orbeing overwhelmed by the bureaucratic

organization of the schod() were, not.understood (Lightfoet, 1978, p. 166). A

contributing factor to school staff attitudes May well have been the fact

that until recent decdea, scholart tended 0 present only 4 negative:view of

,

black familigs in the literapre '01Iingsleyt(1968)ang Hill 41932) have ,

pointed out that black famiaies,h.ave'often been,portrayed as disorganiZed,...

unstah1e, and pathological Even .though theSe negative attributes were'
:

described as consequences of the;hiatorrmf slaVerysind-discrimihation
,

Billingsley and'Hill believe thit potitiv, aspects pfmblack families were.

ignored until recently. cohtributingtto tfie .aCceptance of ai)athologtcel
9 0,,

view of the blacic family was the fact that biatk familiesexhibited diversity

in family types before this was commoh and'acceptable-among-white

in point of fact, the majority of black families have developed viable forms



of family life including successful strategies for coping with adversity.

Some of the strengths of black families which have been fuL,tional are (A)
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adaptability of family roles, (b) strong kinship bonds, (c) strong work orients-

tion, (d) strong religious orientation, and (e) Strong achievement orientation

(Hill, 1972).

Lightfoot pelieves thereis evidence that there are, in reality,'no*-

significant differences betWeen.black parents and White teachers ineducational

values. Both value sch22ing and believe in the relationship between academic

aChievement and the child's Chances in life, ."The dissonance between black

parents and teachers, therefore, does not lie in conflicting valuestattathed

to education but in the misperceptions they have of one another....(the) mis-

,
perceptions, rarely articulated and confronted, always nurtured by hostile

stereotypes, lead to increasing disregard for each other's place in the lives

of black children" (Lightfoot, 1978, p. 167).
e

Future Prospects for Relations Between Black Tamilies

and the Schools

Lightfoot believes that:schools and families must find ways of Coming

together. For as long as each views the other as having different values and

goalS,for the childrenthechildren will suffer. She suggests that a useful

framework for educators And researchers is that which recognizes the "family

aS-educator.". Within this context, the importance of parents and teachers

(especially those from very different backgrounds) purposely coming together

to get to know and appreciate each other is eiiident, This may be a veryes10,

difficult process. 'Am eXample of the development-of parent involyeMent in a

predominantly blaCk urban school was. destribed by Comer.(1980). The relation-

ship was built up over a period of ,years; it began with trivial, superficial



participation by a few and grew to day-to-day inyolvement by many parents.
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The presence of parents changed the eiimate of the school and it became more
N

conducive to children.s learning.

Marion (1979) offers some enlightening insights into minority parents'

involvement in the schools before and after desegregation. He explains that

before 1954 minority parents in the North and West were seldom deeply i0olved

in the schools or the PTA; this was left-to the majority white parents. How-

ever, in the segregated black schools of the South, minority parents ofTen

felt.a sense of loyalty Apd commitment to their children's schools and many

were active in the PTA's. With desegregation, minority parents no longer felt

4

as close to their schools. Because of the 4.ihih often accompanied )

desegregation, these parents hesitated to participate in,PTA orckher schoOl

activitiet. Thus, black parents in both the North and the South; for various

rea59ns, participated little in their Children's schooling. Thisdid not,

mean they were satisfied. Large numbers of black students Were placed in

special education classes, labeledts "slow learners," and many dropped out 4"

before cotpleting their high school education.' But many minority parents felt

they could do little to improve the situation. It was not until the 1960!s

when parent involvement was mandated.in'connection with Title 1,and -PL*94-142

and when social movements created a clipate for and demanding

one's rights that black-parents again became activelx involved in theysdhools.,

Marion's (1979) main concern is with special education and the difficultfbs

of encguraqing greater involYement of-minority parents, most particularly-in

the IEP (IndiYidual Educational Plan) proce piwever, many, of, his specific

suggestions fol school staffs can be applied,more generally, as methods for



'building collahoration between minority parents and teachers. 'Some of these

are:

Teachers should be knowledgeable about the historical develop-
,

ment of minority parental attitudes toward education.

Teachers should have an understanding,of minority cultures and,

the various theories concerning minority faMilies.

Teachers-should recognize the importance of their iirst cOntact ,

with the parent, whether by phone or by* written cOmmunication.

Courtesy andrespect and a positive approach are cruc h

In personal contacts with parents, school staffs's
minority parents as co-equal. Co-equal means, among

a respect for minority parent 'viewpoints. Extend the

of listening and soliciting input from parents. In t

school personnel have often told minorities what is
done rather than involving them in the decision-makin
1979, p.

"treat
ther things,
courtesy

e Past,
oing to be
" (Marion,

Teachers might encourage parents to bring a friend or advocate

to a meeting, if they wish.

The school Staff might enlist persons well-known and respeCted

in the community to serve as contacts in Order to encourage

parents to become involved.

The schools might hold Community Workshops to explain school pro-

grams and use churches or other coMmunity organizations to dis-

seminate informatiOn. .(4 majOr Obstacle to parent partiCipation,

according to Marion, relateS to a general and specific,lack of

information.)

Regional Parenting Surveys Data

Within the parenting survey saMple of 1,113 respondents, 97'were identi-

fied as being Members of Mino*rftes; 88 of these were Black, 5 were Asian,

and 4. were Hispanid. Race of respondents was determined by interviewers on

the basis of observation.* The reiponses of the minority group were compared

*Interviewert had been provided with definitions of the different racial/cul-

tural groups listed on the interview form. The definitions used were those

suggested by the federal government for use in the implementation of affirmative

action practices and procedures. If interviewers were uncertain about a racial

fl designation, they were instructed to ask the respondent.
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Ogith the responses of all

4..yy both minority status and socioeconomic level. Among the minority parents,

34 fell into the low socioeconomic category, and 63 fell into the high socio-

Following this rOponses were compared

91

economic category. Among the non-mino ity families, 203 were in the low socio-

JA, omic category and 813 were in the high socioeconomic category.

Parenting Situation

Backgrgund characteristics. The minority respondents were significantly

different from hon-minority respondents on a number of background characteristics.

Minority parents were more likely to live in urban rather than rbral counties,

and more likely to be single parents than were non-minority parents.

Minority Status by Region

Minority Non-minority

21% 61%

79% 39%

Rural

Urban

Minority Status by Family Type

Minoritr
,

45ingle-pareht fami

Nuclear Famil

Extended Fami y

Minority respohdent's had'attained a lower level of education but, at the same

t%

Non-minority

13%

80%

7%

time, were significantly" more' likely than non-minority respondents to have plans

to return to school. ,

Educatkenal Level byllinority Status

Nanority Non-minority

Less than high school 1% 27%

High school or mOre 59% 73%

9 6'
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Parents Who Plan to keturn to School

Minority Non-minority

28%

When minority and non-minority parents were viewed within low or high

socioeconomic level, there was a greater tendency for single parents to be

found within the low SES minority subgroup (68%) than in the high SES minority

subgroup (40%). The relationship between plans to return to school and minority

status held for both loW SES and higkSES minOrity respondents.

Paienti Who Plan tO Return to SchnO1

Low SES High SES

Minority Non-minority Minority Non-minority

41% 15% 50% 31%

Preparation for parenthood. The majority of both minority (59%) and non-

minority parents (68%) said they had not had a clear idea of what parenting

meant before becoming parents. Most respondents in both groups wanted to pass

on some advice about parenting to their children (minority, 79%; non-minority,

..81%) What they wanted to pass on Was (a) be ready, not tem young; (b) have

patience and understanding; and (c) have love and the Ability to eXpress love;

Present parenting situation.. Minority and non-mincirity respondents were .

virtually identical in the extent to which they shared responsibility for their

child with other adult(s) besides spouse (minority,87%; nonminOrity, 85%)

Who were these persona with whom the parenting responsibility was shared?

There were few differences between the two groups. Both gave highest mention

to a "maternal grandparent" and next highest mention to "a relative other than

the child's grandparent." Minority parents were somewhat less likely to name

a 'paternal grandparent."



Persons with Whom Responsibility for Child was Shared

Minority Non-minority

29% 31%

50%

Older sibling

Maternal grandparent 57%

Paternal grandparent 19%

Other relatives

Friend/neighbori

Worker in child's
organization, 10%

The higli likelihood that most the respondents shared responsibility for

child rearing with one or more other adults remained the case when respondents

44%

27%

38%

26% 27%

were divided by SES and minority status. The low SES, non-minority subgroup

was just slightly less likely to do so. A look at whom parents shared responsi-

bility with revealed more differences. Naming "child's older sibling" was

closely related to low SES and was most common among loW SES minority parents

(44%). "Maternal grandparent,1!_while_impartant_for all_subgrovps, was especially

important to the high SES minority parent (54%). Naming a "paternal grandparent"

was more common among the high SES subgroups. And the low SES mineritY1(9%)

and the high SES non-minority (10%) subgroups were most likely to name a

worker in an organization the child was associated with.

Formal Contacts

Contacts with teachers. Little diffeience was found between minority

and non-minority parents in the frequency of their talks with the child's

teacher during the past year. Slightly over two-thirds in both groups had

talked to the teacher often or fairly often. Both groups were also alike in

their attitudes toward these talks (very helpful: minority, 61%; non-minority,
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'58%). Yet only 25 percent of the minbrity parents and 32 percent of the nonz,

minority parents were6satisfied with these talks; the others indicated/they

could be improved.

When viewed by SES and race, the stronger association between SES and

frequency of talks with teachers is apparent.

Frequency of Talks with Teachers

Low SES High4SES

Minority Non-mdnority Minority Non-nanority

Talked often
or fairly often 53% 54% 75% 78%

The positive attitudes toward talks with teachers remained for all sub,

groups, although high SES subgroups were slightly higher.

Contncts with doctors. In regard to number of medical contaCts, the

minority parent and non-minority parent were again found to be Very much

alike. The highest percent in both groups (minority, 52%; non-.4i.nority, 43%)

had one medical Contact; two or more medical contacts were named by 48 percent

of the Minority parents and by 56 percent oi the non-minority parents. The

frequency with which parentsJlad talkea t9 a ,doctor (about child) within the

past year was not significantly different, although minority parents (37%)

were slightly more likely not to have talked to a doctor at all, compared

to non-minority parents (28%). As' was the case witAparent:teacher talks,

parents' talks with doctors were rated very positively (very helpful: minority,

63%; non-minority, 62%; somewhat helpful: minorily, 25%; min-minority, 27%)

But less than One-third of both groups Were satisfied with these talks and

believed they could not be improved.

By SES and race, one subgroup stands out as being most likely to have

consulted a doctor (regarding child) in the past year. This was the high SES

non-minority group. Positive.attitudes toward parent-doctor talks were

1 01
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generally true within each subgroup, with high SES parents being just slightly

higher. Again, the majority of parents within each subgroup indicated that

the talks could be better, with low SES minority parents the most likely to

say so.

Organizational memberships OVer two-thirds Of.the respondents 'in both

groups belongdd to one or more organizations in the community (minority, 72%;

non-minority, 69%). Of those who did belong to organizations, minority parents

were somewhat less likely than non-minority paients to belong to an organization

which provided help andadvice on child rearing (minority, 47%; non-minority,

60%). There was general agreement amonWthose who did belong tht these organi-

zations are helpful because (a) they provide an opportunity to find out what

our children are doing, (b) they provide an opportunity to discuss/compare

vith other parents, and (c) they provide Speakers and Others who give advice.

Important differences in organizational membership were discovered when

minority and non-minority parents were divided by SES.

Membership in,Community Organizations

Low SES High SES

Minority Non-minority Minority Non-minority

Belonged to one
or more community
organizations 62% 37% 76% 76%

High SES subgroups were more likely than low SES subgroups to belong to

organizations. Least likely to belong was the low SES, non-minority subgroup.

Of those who did belong to organizations, the high SES non-minority group (61%)

was most apt to belong to an organizatio0hat provided help with child rear-. 11°

ing. Approximately SO percent of ech of the other subgroups belonged tO

such an organization.

1 02
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Awareness of programs and services. Few parents, either, minority or non-

minority, were aware of programs in the community that offered "preparation

for parenthood" (minority, 23%; non-minority, 30%); "classes for more effective

parenting" (minority, 696;, non-minority, 13%); and "programs to help parents

meet their own needs" (both, 26%). Parents were most aware of "programs/ser-

vices that help families in difficult situations" (minority, 53%; non-minoritY,

56%).

Degree of awareness did,hot change significantly when both SES and race

were taken into account .

Informal Contacts

Contacts with other parents. There was litfle difference between minority

and non-minority parents in freqUency of talks with other parents. Almost one-

half said they talked often (Minority, 48%; non-minority, 45%). TWenty-four-,

percent of the minority parents and 33 percent of the non-minority parents

talked fairly often. Both minority and non-minority parents were very positive

about the value of these talks (helpful: minority, 80%; non-minority, 86%).

Reasons given for their positive attitudes were also similar. These talks

made it possible for them (a) to,share, compare experiences, and (b) to learn

from others in like situations.

By SES and race, it was revealed that high SES non-minority parents (83%)

and low SE6 minority parents (79%) talked most frequently to other parents.

Low SES non-minority parents talked least.

Frequency of Talks with Other Parents

Low SES
Minority Non-minority

Often
fairly often 79% 61% 69%. 83%

HihSES
Minority Non-minority
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Availability of a confidant. Most parents in both groups said they had a

favorite relative or close friend with whom they liked to discuss the sample

child or child rearing in general (minority, 80%; non-minority, 74%). The

most likely candidates for the confidant were also very much the same for both

groups. TheY were, in rank order, (1) a relative other than child's grand-

parents,*(2) a friend/neighbor, and (3) a maternal grandparent.

Viewed by SES as well as race, one subgroup--low SES non-minority parents--

stood out as least likely to have a condidant (63%).

Media contacts. Overall, most parents'dild not often,use reading as a

source of help in child rearing. Minority parents were slightly less likely

than non-minority parents to have recently read about child rearing in a

magazine, book, or newspaper. However, when minority and non-minority parents

were divided into low and high socioeconomic levels, high SES was strongly

associated with reading for both minorities and non-minorities.

Parents Who had Recently Redd about Child Rearing

Low SES High SES

Minority Non-minority Minority Non-minority

.

In 4 magatine 26% 19% 35% 49%

In a pamphlet/
newsletter 21% 5% 17%. 21%

In a newspaper 12% 11% 22% 30%

In a book k2% 15% 27% 30% t

Parental Attitudes and Needs

Attitudes. Vany people say that in today's world, all parents need help

in raising children." The great majority of both minority and non-minority

parents agreed with this statement (minority, 84%; non-minority, 77%). This

4
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finding remained true, in general; Within each'of the four subgroups (SES by'

race), although the low SES non-minority subgroup WaS least likely to agree

(70%). The most frequently mentioned source of advice and help for both groups

was "own patents or inlaws." Other sources Were varied and included "other

family," "friends,' "church,"."doctors," '"teacherS," and "books."

Traits of the ideal parent were agreed by both_groups to include (a) has
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. .

patience and underseanding, (b) loves children; and (c) spends time with

children.

AspiratiOns Minority, and non-minority parent's held similar aspirations

for their children. ,Slightly over one-half in both groups wanted their child

to attain a college education or beyofid, one-fourth said "as far as child

wishes and is able to go," and only 14 percent of the minority'parents and

19 percent of the non7Minority parents indicated they would be satisfied with

a high school diploma. When viewed -by SES and race, the low'SES subgroups

were more satisfied with a high school education than were the high SES'sub-

groups. However, the highest response within each subgroup remained "college

Or more." Highest aspirations were expressed by the high SES minority parents.

High sChool

How far Would You Like Child to go in School?

LOW SES High SES

Minority NonfaLlania Minority Non-minority

graduate 21% 33% 11% 15%

Colle;Nr more 50% 43% 61% 54%

,

,As far as child p

can and wants 24% 20% 27% 26%

'Vocational 3% 1% 2% 4%

Other 3% 2% 0% 1%
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All parentl wanted their Children as- adults to be (a) daring/ltving;

(b) respectable, tfustworthy; and (c) own person.

There were similarities but also some differences in the persons or insti-

tutitms minority and.non-ininority parents perceived as having "a great deal"

. of influerice On their child's future. Minority parents were less likely than

non-minority patents to name a spouse and more likely to name the government. .

Who OT What Will Imfluence.Child'sFuture "A Great Deal"?

Minority Non-Minority

RNondent 79% ,75$

Spouse 52% 71%

Scheoli, 68% 68%

Government 47% 20

Anyone or anything
else 39% 37%

When the two groups were further divided by socioeconomic level, the

lesser tendency to name spouse aS an important influence was seen to be con-

fined largely to the low SES minority group. The perceived higher influence of

government remained more true for the minority than the non-minority tubgr

The high SES subgroups were more lilely to name "another" influence besides

those presented by the interviewer. It is also of interest that belief in the

influence of schools was generally high across ill subgroups, but was highest

Lfor the low SES minority parents.

Who or Mhat Will Influence Ghild's Future "A Great Deal").?

Low SES

1

Hiah SES

Minority ,Non-Minority Minority Non-Minority

Respondent 76% 65% 81% .78%

Spouse 26% 65%. 65% 73%

Schools 76% 68% 63% 67%

Government 53% 25% 44% 19%

Anything or
.

Anyone Else 32% 24% _ 43% 40%
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Perceived needs. Kinority and non-minority parents respoSded in a similar

mpnner to questiOns aimed at information aboutp eived needs. From one-fifth
6 '

to one-fourth of both groups ieXittied in the affirmative to each question,

"Yes"7 Responses to Perceived Need Questions

Minority Non-Minority

Do-you feel you have SpeCial

Troblems as a parent? 25$ 22%

Do you have unanswered
questiong about parenting? 19% 24%

Is there any needed heip
for parents that is not
available locally? 19% 23%

Viewed within socioeconomic levels, the mosf.dramatic findin.g Was that

low SES minority parents were much more likely than the other,three subgroups

to feel they had "special problems as a parent:'", "Having question24' was more

closely associated with high SES fhan with minority statUrtLittle difference

was found inresponse to "needed help which is not available."

"Yes" Responses to Perceived Need Questions

Low SES High SES

Minority Non-mipority MinçHty Non-Minolity

Do xpu feel you have
spelial problems as
a parent?

Do you have unanswered
questions about
parenting?

Is there any needed
help for parents
that is not'available?

38% 16%

IS% 13%,

18% 17%,

`Ni,/

17% 23%

#

X

21% 27%

19% '25%



Exploratory obl ;Interviews

In the six schools visited, there were only a verxjew orno Minority

familiLs represented. Therefore, it was not possible to obtain the views of

-school staffs rega<ding their experienbes tliminority

" It is planned that some schools in another county with significant minority

populations will.be.visited in the near future. This will enable us,to include

the school. rspective in our tinderstanding of theneeds Of: minority parents.dx

.11nd children'.
/

During the latt meetingof our SchoolFamily Relations A visory Group,
.410

there was some discussion of minorities other than blacks. Mentioned'in'

6.

particular were fhe reç.en immigrants into some of the cities In the Region,

..--...,-,., 1

namely', the Vietipamese and,Laotian families. It was felt that there is a

need to help bo6 t

1
chers and parents in the schools involved to understan'd

the cultures of the ewcomers and to be willing to assist them in adjusting

to their new environment.

ummaryjapd Discussion,

1r

IWthe Regional Patenting Surveys, minority respondents were found to..

_differ from non-minority respondents in Ihe followingdWays:

more likely te live in urban rather than rural counties,

more likely to be members of single-parent families,

ass likbly to '4;kx,re comOleted high schol,

more likely to be planning to return to school inAthe future,

Ark
and

mere likely O. perceive the government as having a.significant

influence:on the child's future.

IL)
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The minority and non-minority groups were similar in their:

tendency to share responsibility for child with others,

,frequency of talks with teachers,

frequency of talks with'doctors,

meibership in community organizatipns,

awareness of local programs and services low for both),

frequency of talks with oj1 parents,

availability of a'eonfidant

use of reading materials as a source of help in.child rearing

(low for both), and

aspirations held.for children (high for both).

HoWever, when Minority and nonminority responses were analyzed within socio-

economic level-,,a butber of additional insights were gained. The following

were stronglyassociated with high SES for both the minOrity and .the non-

minority parents:

frequent talks with teachers,

membership in community organizations;

use of reading materials as-sources of help in child rearing,

and

having unanswered questions about child rearing.

The high SES Minority parents held higher educational aspirations for

their children than any of the other subgroups. Low SES minority parenXs

most likely to perceive themselves as havin "special problems

asa parent,"

most likely (of the four ,subgroups) to believe the schools will

have "a great deal" of influence on their children s future, and

most likely (along with the high SES non-minority group) to

talk frequently with other parents.



There are, thus, many indications from our data that minority parents

value schoolinand mant their children to achieve a good education. Minority

parents were more likely than non-minority parents to be planning to return

to school themselves, minority parenti held higher educational aspirations for

their children than did non-minority parents within each socioeconomic level.

,
And all minority parents, but especially the low SES minority parents, believed

Ahat the schools would have

future.

"a great deal" of influence on their children's

The data also highlight the importance of understanding the differences

to be found within the minority groups. For example, the findings that low

SES minority parent,s talk very frequently with other parents and that high SES

minority.parents are more ltkely to belong to community organizations or to

read about child rearing suggest different approaches to be used in working

with these parents; Some may respond bpst to personal contact by a teacher

'oi a community liaison; others may be reathed more easily through community

organizations or the distributiOn of reading materials.

Both the literature and the School-FamiliY Relations Advisory Group

stressed the value of teachers and opher staff understanding the historical

experiences and culture of the minority families with whom they work.
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